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ABSTRACT

With the rapid growth of information and communication technology,

telecommunication plays an important role to operate business organization smoothly.

Nowadays, business organization uses traditional public switched telephone network

(PSTN) system for voice communication and data network for e-mail and other data

transfer related task. The recurring cost of maintaining such dual system is usually
very high.

As a remedy of this problem, we have developed an IP telephony system that can be

used for voice as well as data in a cost effective way for a single site business

organization. The IP telephony delivers a superset of the advanced PSTN services

using IP phones and IP based access, transport and control network. The developed

system supports the full functionality of existing PBX system.

We setup a fully functional IP Telephony system using Session Initiation protocol and

H.323 protocol. We have used Asterisk open source PBX and soft phones to minimize

the cost of implementation. Our fully functional IP Telephony system includes the

ability to make phone calls from IP phones to IP phones and PSTN phone to IP phone
vice versa.
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Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 IP Telephony

II' Telephony uses the Internet Protocol (11') to transmit voice as packets over an II'
network. So II' Telephony can be achieved on any data network that uses II', like
Internet, Intranets and Local Area Networks (LAN). Here the voice signal is digitized,
compressed and converted to II' packets and then transmitted over the II' network.
Signaling protocols are used to set up and tear down calls, carry information required
to locate users and negotiate capabilities [1].

1.2 How IP Telephony is used, its background and history
Most people are aware of VoIl' through the Skype [2] consumer telephone service
which has gained large-scale public recognition recently, particularly since its
purchase by E-bay. However, VolP has not suddenly appeared in the last few years as
an opportunity afforded by the World Wide Web. Skype is only one particular
implementation of VolP and its related technologies and it is important to understand
that VolP has an important technological history, intertwined with the
telecommunications industry in general, in order to appreciate the complexities of
VolP technologies and applications [3].

The idea of voice over II' has been discussed since the 1970s but it is the mid-1990s
before commercial products became available with the introduction, in 1995, by
Israeli company Vocaltec [4], of the first commercial system. These early VolP
systems are designed to connect one PC to another and required each PC to have a
sound card, speakers, microphone, modem and VolP software. The software encoded
and compressed the voice signal, converting it into II' packets that could be
transmitted over the Internet. With this approach, both users used headsets, plugged

into their PCs. The calls could only be made between PCs and could not connect to
the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) network.

In parallel, from the 1970s onwards, traditional telecommunications carrier companies

are developing new systems that introduced IP-enabling software for traditional
telephony equipment. Human speech is an analogue wave signal and historically.
voice telephone calls had been made over networks using analogue circuits which
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provided a temporary end-to-end connection, through the network, for each call. This
is known as circuit switched, and builds on the original phone network of local
telephone exchanges, in which wires between households are literally connected
together for the duration of the call by a telephone operator. The companies that

provided these services are often public agencies, usually part of a country's post
office service, and such networks became known as Post Office Telephone Systems
(POTS), sometimes also referred to (post privatisation) as Plain Old Telephone
Systems. The PSTN is the name given to the overall network created by telephone
compames.

Between the 1950s and. the 1990s these analogue systems are replaced by digital
networks and telephone exchanges which made use of high-speed leased lines (known

as Tl lines) and modern digital computer technology in the telephone exchanges, and
digital signaling protocols such as ISDN between exchanges. However, these newer
systems still relied on the circuit switch concept for end-to-end connection so for the
consumer, things remained analogue since, by and large, the connection between the
local exchange and the household remained a simple copper wire.

In the 1990s, with the Internet and Web boom, telephone equipment manufacturers
and telecoms companies also began to make increasing use of the idea of transmitting
digital information between exchanges through IP-based packets. This is in part
driven by the lower costs associated with transmitting voice calls in this manner, as
bandwidth use is more efficient. From the mid-1990s onwards~ telephone equipment
manufacturers added IP capabilities to their existing PBX telephony switches and,
more recently, software has been developed to enable users to plug a VoIP adaptor
into their traditional telephone. In this way, VolP calls can start and end on the PSTN,
but are then routed, via a software gateway, over the Internet.

. This history means that VoIP is operating III a heterogeneous environment that
extends way beyond the Internet. Voice calls need to have the potential to be carried
over a variety of different networks including local networks, PBXs, PSTN and the
Internet. Advances in VoIP technology mean PC telephony software is available from
many software developers. Gateway servers with voice-processing cards are also
available, to act as an interface between the Internet and the PSTN, enabling users to
make calls either from their PCs. or from an IP phone, into the traditional telephone
networks. Calls can also be made using IP handsets, which look similar to traditional
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phones, but which are plugged into an IP-based network rather than into the
traditional telephony network, and have more features and capabilities than traditional
telephones. The result is that there are now a number of ways in which VoIP can be
implemented:

o PC to PC. Both the caller and recipient use headsets plugged into their Pc.

o PC to PSTN. Only the caller uses a headset. The recipient receives the call in

the traditional way.

o PSTN to PSTN. The caller uses an IP adaptor on their traditional telephone

and the call is received on a traditional phone. But the call travels over an IP

network.

o IP phone to PSTN. The caller uses an IP phone, and the call transfers from the

IP network to the telephone network via a gateway.

o IP phone to IP phone. The call travels over an end-to-end IP network.

1.3 Main Issues

For IP Telephony to become popular, some key issues need to be resolved. Some of
these issues stem from the fact that IP is designed for transporting data while some
issues have arisen because the vendors are not conforming to the standards. Th'e key
issues are discussed below:

1.3.1 Quality of voice

As IP is designed for carrying data, so it does not provide real time guarantees but
only provides best effort service. For voice communications over IP to become
acceptable to the users, the delay needs to be less than a threshold value and the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) are working on this aspect. To ensure good
quality of voice, we can use Echo Cancellation, Packet Prioritization (giving higher
priority to voice packets) or Forward Error Correction.

1.3.2 Interoperability

[n a public network environment, products from different vendors need to operate
with each other if voice over IP is to become common among users. To achieve
interoperability, standards are being devised and the most common standard for VolP
is the H.323 standard.
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1.3.3 Security

This problem exists because in the Internet, anyone can capture the packets meant for
someone else. Some security can be provided by using encryption and tunneling. The

common tunneling protocol used is Layer 2 Tunneling protocol and the common
encryption mechanism used is Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).Integration with I'STN
while Internet telephony is being introduced; it will need to work in conjunction with
I'STN for a few years. We need to make the I'STN and II' telephony network appear
as a single network to the users of this service.

1.3.4 Scalability

As researchers are workl.ng to provide the same quality over II' as normal telephone
calls but at a much lower cost, so there is a great potential for high growth rates in
VoIP systems. VolP systems need to be flexible enough to grow to large user market
and allow a mix of private and public services.

1.4 IP Telephony: Making the Case

There are so many motivating factors that make the case for an enterprise move to an
II' infrastructure [5].

1.4.1 Cost Savings

IT personnel looking to make an infrastructure change involving II' typically examine
it for the following reasons. First, a widely held belief exist that significant cost
savings can be realized through the conversion from a traditional circuit-switched
infrastructure to an IP-packet infrastructure. Although the outlay of real capital and

expense dollars may not be as greatly reduced as many would like to think, the
savings do come, and in a variety of ways. In a network that comprises multiple
locations, packet switching reduces the cost of voice transmission. Furthermore, when
voice migrates to II', it becomes one more data application. The result is far more
efficient network and traffic management. After all, IT personnel now manage one
. network, not two. They also now combine voice-based network changes with those of
data activity, which results in a measurable cost reduction.

One area where VoIP results in significant savings is in the area of staffing and the
need to physically locate staff members in specific locations. Because II' telephony is
location independent and does not require collocation with the local switch or PBX.
the resources of the network and support personnel can be located wherever it makes
sense to put them, regardless of the location of the network itself.
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VoIP systems increasingly demonstrate greater cost-effectiveness than traditional
voice networks. As VoIP technology evolves, the cost/benefit ratio, alongside
efficiency and flexibility in implementation, will continue to increase. The following
chart compares the cost of two deployment scenarios for an enterprise of 10,000
phone users, where 50 percent of employees are divided between two large locations
and the remainder among 12 branch offices. Analysis shows that replacing the current
PBX with another PBX increases the cost by approximately 48 percent. However,
replacing the existing PBX with an IP PBX saves approximately II percent of the
overall replacement cost. Savings apply not only to enterprises but also to consumers,
because service providers can pass the savings resulting from lower network
deployment and maintenance costs on to subscribers.

48% cost
increase

Repl.ce PBX with another PBX
Five year cost in
today's dollars

Long-distance cost $ 7,960.652
PBX $ 3.500.000
Hardware's support $ 1.895,393
PBX gear $ 1,500.000
Labor S 568618
Total (USS) $15,424.664

Keep the existing infrastructure
Five year cost in
today's dollars

Long-distance cost S 7,960.652
Hardware's support $ 1.&95.393
UIbor $ 568.618
Total (US$) $10,424,664

I 1% cost
saving

Replace PBX with an IP PBX
Five year cost in
today', dollars

Long-distance cost $ 2,236.564
IP desk sets $ 5,500,000
Hardware's support $ 1.364.683
UIbor $ 568,618
IP PBX gear $ 2,000,000
WAN costs $ 296,349
Networitin. upgrade $ 280.000
Total (US$) $ 9,246,214

Calculations assume a company with 10,000 users where half the employees work at two large
locations and the remaining at 12 branch offices.

Source: Forrester Research. inc
Fig. 1.1: Comparison of PBX versus IP PBX
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VoIP systems today typically include a range of productivity tools such as voicemail,
e-mail, fax forwarding, and embedded directory services. The value that is brought by
embedding these features in the system shows up as gains in efficiency and
productivity: By managing all traffic types through a single graphical user interface
(GUI), employees can avoid the time lost (and resulting customer frustration) that
stems from having to switch between applications and disparate databases. And by
taking advantage of so-called presence applications, a caller can tell whether the
called party is available and can direct the system to track them down through a
variety of contact modalities such as follow-me service to a mobile phone, VolP
running on a Persona', Digital Assistant (PDA), and so on. This capability,
implemented through the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), which will be discussed
later in the book, eliminates the need for the customer to "track down" the called
party. Instead, the system does so using a rule set created by the called party and
based on whether he or she is in a position to be contacted, and if so, the best way to
do so. If a caller is to place a call to a person in a business and the person is not at his
or her desk, the called party may invoke a rule set that uses the following routing
information:

I. Call received by main number at desk.

2. Ifno answer after three rings, redirect call to mobile number.

3. Ifno answer after five rings, redirect call to VolP account on PDA.

4. If no answer, send to voicemail with directions to send a Short Message

Service (SMS) message to a specific identity (account).

The result is that the customer needs a single number to make contact, and the system
takes care of intersystem routing, taking whatever steps it needs to establish contact
between the caller and the called party.

"1.4.3 Customer Intimacy

Probably the most important management fundamental that is being ignored today is
staying close to the customer to satisfy his needs and anticipate his wants. In too many
companies, the customer has become a bloody nuisance. whose unpredictable
behavior damages carefully made strategic plans, whose activities mess up computer
operations, and who stubbornly insists that purchased products should work.
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Customer relations are what business is all about, and management of those
relationships is what makes one company better than its closest competitor. Customer
relationship management (CRM) is one of the most fundamental and important
activities that companies can engage in and IP-based communications systems have
the ability to enhance this function dramatically. Central to good customer
relationships is the ease with which customers have the ability to do business with
you. Automatic call routing, mentioned earlier, is one way that companies improve
their customer affinity practices; another is through the critical analysis of customer
behavior: buying patterns, calling patterns, how they use purchased products, and so
on. Because VoIr systems have the ability to generate detailed reports that can be
analyzed to yield this kind of information, managers can take action based on the
reported data to reduce hold times, provide online information, and, therefore, reduce
the total number of dropped calls. Interactive voice response units (IVRs) give the
called party the ability to manage incoming calls by routing them to the shortest

queue, the operator most informed about his or her particular geography, a specific
language requirement, a product expert, or the same person he or she spoke with on a
prior call. Similarly, callers who choose to use e-mail or a Web chat as their preferred
mode of communications can do so and still enjoy the proper degree of appropriate
routing.

1.4.4 Applications

There is a widely believed myth that the single greatest advantage of engaging in an
all-IP conversion effort is the tremendous cost savings that will result. There will

unquestionably be some degree of cost savings, but the real advantage, the
culminating event that makes a VoIP conversion so powerful, is the convergence of
applications.

Already converged application sets exist on the market that facilitate a range of
capabilities, some of which are described earlier by Aaron Videtto in his explanation
of the Net6 [6] capabilities. One of the best known of these is "click-though" or
"click-to-call," a technique that allows a user to seamlessly move from an 1M or SMS
into a voice session with a single click. Already the major software houses-
PeopleSoft, Siebel, Oracle, Microsoft-are developing applications that will integrate
seamlessly into the voice environment. allowing for interactive voice-enabled
database queries. A customer might be able, for example, to "ask the system" for

today's weather in a particular area, and the system will respond appropriately. In
essence the user carries on a conversation with the system- there is no human in the
loop,
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There are many advantages to using Voice over IP rather than the traditional
telephone network. VoIP is very cheap and easy to install. The only equipment we
need to use VoIP is a broadband router or a special adapter for our current phone.
Since we do not need a lot of equipment, it makes upgrading easier when technology
increases. Another reason that VoIP is cheap is because we can also use our current
phone with VoIP. Special phones are available for purchase, but a traditional phone
will work with a router or an adapter. Another advantage of VoIP is most companies
are offering free long distance. This is a big advantage over traditional telephone

networks where long distance can be very costly. Many advanced features are offered
with VoIP. Some featu-res being offered by Lingo, a broadband phone company,

include: anonymous call rejection, call forwarding, caller !D block, caller !D, call
waiting, do not disturb service, and many more. Most VolP companies are offering
these advanced features for free. A traditional phone company charges a substantial
amount of money for all of the features. A last advantage of VoIP is the new portable
technology that is coming out. Research in Motion is going to offer an upgraded
version of the blackberry at the start of 2005 that integrates data and voice
communication. A person cannot currently use their traditional "home phone" when
their not at home. VoIP has an advantage here because technology is coming out
where we can use our VoIP service when we are not at home through these new
portable devices.

• New Integrated applications: Because VoIP is. digital, it may offer
features and services that are not available with a traditional phone.

• Cost Reduction: No call tolls as it uses our Internet connection. With
VoIP we can talk for as long as we want with anyone that has an Internet
connection. We can also talk with many people at the same time without
any additional cost. - Low-cost audio conferencing.

• Single unified network: As voice is converted into data, it is transported
on the data network and negates the need for a voice network at all.

• Open standards: VoIP embraces an open architecture and provides the
flexibility to integrate with backend systems.

• User attributes move with us: As soon as we log on to any VoIP-capable

device such as PC, Mobile Phone, any IP Phone, Satellite Office system,
or Home Office adapter.
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1.6.1 Network convergence

Recently, large numbers of organizations, public and private, have begun evaluating
IP technologies as they believe that IP-based systems offer increased reliability and
fault tolerance. Forrester [7] estimates that more than 50% of European enterprises are
evaluating or piloting VolP, IP PBXs and other services, and that within a few years
around 75% of phone calls will make by over IP networks. This is the first stage of

the creation of the 'converged network' in which a single network replaces the current
set-up of twin, separate networks of voice such as PBX and data such as LAN. This
provides somc immediate benefits such as increased reliability and reduced total cost
of ownership, as well as additional functionality such as portability in which incoming
phone calls are automatically routed to the VolP phone, regardless of where it is

connected on the network. In parallel with this development, networks are extending
their reach through the use of wireless technologies such as WiFi and WiMax.

1.6.2 Application convergence

Organizations are carrying out network convergence m order to reduce costs and
maintenance and to build capacity for a second stage of convergence. This second
stage will see the convergence of different applications between, for example, voice
and e-mail, Instant Messaging (1M) and video. The use of IP and the integration of
voice and other data applications will allow VoIP to offer features that improve on
those offered by traditional PBX systems.

• VolP and 1M.
• VolP and Multimedia
• VolP and Web.

1.6.3 Wireless VoIP

. Development of wireless VolP has been rapid in the past few years. The main focus
for development has been in the area of WiFi, which is based on the IEEE 802.11
wireless standard, although IP-based telephony is also possible over other wireless

systems, such as Wily/ax, based on 802.16. The main benefit, apart from replacing
expensive mobile phone calls with cost-effective Internet-based calls, is that with
wireless VolP the user. once logged into the network, can access their usual phone
extension. with all its usual functions and features, regardless of their actual location.
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1. 7 Background and present state in our country

PSTN system in Bangladesh is conventional, that means the transmitting medium is

still traditional landline system and voice transfer system of the last mile subscriber

loop is still analog though the telephone exchanges are digital. That's why it is costly

for long distance calls and can not provide many features and services that provide IP

telephony [8]. In last few years, IP telephony is available in the developed country. As

researchers are working on this field, now IP telephony provides better telephony

solution than PSTN system.

In our country many business organizations have their own data network and inter

office telephone voice network. They have to maintain two different networks. So it is

costly to maintain twin network in a single office [9]-[10]. As IP telephony convert

voice into data and transport on the data network, thus the need for a separate voice

network may be eliminated totally. Since many business organizations have their own

data network, we' could make best use of it for transporting data as well as voice. We

can design proper deployment model for a business organization depending on the

size of the business, the type of business and the degree of dependence of business,

simulate the model and implement this developed model in the organization.

Ultimately, it will provide cost reduction, a single unified network and various value

added features and services.

1.8 Motivation

VoIP is an upcoming technology and has great potential for future vOice

communication services. There are many technical aspects of VolP that make it

cutting edge technology in this communication era.

One aspect of VoIP from a corporate standpoint is the cost reduction with operations

by implementing a VoIP network. A key feature that makes VolP an attractive

technology to adopt is the idea of a converged network - One single network

infrastructure that carries voice, data and video over the Internet Protocol usmg

existing network equipment.
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Another advantage of implementing a VolP network for corporations today is saving

costs in long distance calls. Corporations do this by setting up site-to-site calling over

long distances to go over WAN links instead of calling over a long distance carrier.

Asterisk-based telephony solutions offer a rich and flexible feature set. Asterisk offers

both classical PBX functionality and advanced features, and interoperates with

traditional standards-based telephony systems and Voice over IP systems.

The basic Asterisk software includes many features available in proprietary PBX

systems: voice mail, conference calling, interactive voice response (phone menus),

and automatic call distribution. Users can create new functionality by writing dial

plan scripts in Asterisk's own language, by adding custom modules written in C, or by

writing Asterisk Gateway Interface (AGI) scripts in Perl or other languages.

To attach ordinary telephones to a Linux server running Asterisk, or to connect to

PSTN trunk lines, the server must be fitted with special hardware. Digium and a

number of other firms sell PCI cards to attach telephones, telephone lines, T I and E1

lines, and other analog and digital phone services to a server.

Perhaps of more interest to many deployment today, Asterisk also supports a wide

range of VoIP protocols, including Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), Media Gateway

Control Protocol (MGCP) and H.323. Asterisk can interoperate with most SIP

telephones, acting both as registrar and as a gateway between IP phones and the

PSTN. Asterisk developers have also designed a new protocol, Inter-Asterisk

eXchange (IAX2), for efficient trunking of calls among Asterisk PBXes, and to VoIP

service providers who support it. Some telephones support the IAX2 protocol directly

.for communicating with an Asterisk server.

By supporting a mIX of traditional and VoIP telephony services. Asterisk allows

deployment to build new telephone systems, or gradually migrated existing systems to

new technologies. Some sites are using Asterisk servers to replace proprietary PBXes;

others to provide additional features or to cut costs by carrying long-distance calls

over the Internet.
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VolP telephone companies have begun to support Asterisk; many now offer IAX2 or

SIP trunking direct to an Asterisk box as an alternative to providing the customer with

an ATA. Asterisk is one of many available open-source PBX server systems.

1.9 Project goals

Our main goal for the project is to understand the different components that constitute

an IP Telephony solution. A big part of the project is also to understand the standards

that are involved in a VolP network. Specifically, my implementation goals with the

Asterisk IP Telephony are:

a) To be familiar with different types of deployment models and protocols those

are involvedin IP telephony.

b) To design a deployment model USIng different protocols for a single site

business organization.

c) To simulate the model.

d) To be able to set up a fully functional Internet Protocol (lP) telephony

business organization that include the ability to make IP telephony phone calls

in the following scenarios:

1. Calling from an IP phone to another IP phone in the organization and

vice versa.

II. Calling from an IP phone to a telephone In the organization PBX

network and vice versa.

III. Calling from an IP phone to a BTTB telephone number and vice versa.
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2.1 The IP Communications Solution

There has been a noted shift in the communications market trends towards VoIP.

There has been discussion about a shift into the VoIP market for a quite some time,

and seems like there is rapid adoption of this technology not only in the

communication industry and regular corporations, but also by vendors who have

historically used time-division multiplexing (TOM) infrastructures.

2.2 Asterisk

Asterisk is the world's leading open source telephony engine and tool kit. Offering

flexibility unheard of in the world of proprietary communications, Asterisk empowers

developers and integrators to create advanced communication solutions for free [1 I].

Asterisk@ is released as open source under the GNU General Public License (GPL),

and it is available for download free of charge. Asterisk@ is the most popular open

source software available, with the Asterisk Community being the top influencer in

VoIP.

Asterisk is a complete PBX in software. It runs on Linux and provides all of the

features you would expect from a PBX and more. Asterisk does VolP in three

protocols, and can interoperate with almost all standards-based telephony equipment

using comparatively inexpensive hardware.

Asterisk needs no additional hardware for VoIP. For interconnection with digital and

analog telephony equipment, Asterisk supports a number of hardware devices. most

notably all of the hardware manufactured by Asterisk's sponsors, Oigium. Oigium has

single and quad span T1 and E I interfaces for interconnection to PRI lines and

channel banks. In addition, an analog Foreign Exchange Office (FXO) card is

available, and more analog interfaces are in the works. Also supported are the Internet

Line Jack and Internet Phone Jack products from Quicknet.
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Asterisk provides a central switching core, with four Application Interfaces (APls)

for modular loading of telephony applications, hardware interfaces, file format

handling, and codecs. It allows for transparent switching between all supported

interfaces, allowing it to tie together a diverse mixture of telephony systems into a

single switching network.

Asterisk is primarily developed on GNUlLinux for x/86. It is known to compile and

run on GNUlLinux for Personal Computer (PC). Other platforms and standards based

UNIX-like operating systems should be reasonably easy to port for anyone with the

time and requisite skill to do so. Asterisk is available in the testing and unstable

debian archives, maintained thanks to Mark Purcell.

2.3 Asterisk Architecture

If VOi<:email"~onference"'l
Calling Card. page~r. .

'L' Directory. Billing-_._----.

Dynamic
module
loader

va Manager
and Scheduler

I ~

I' iB
I ~ I
! - II ::;; I, ~ .L._J

-••E
~
.!!u:

Asterisk Applications API

ADTRAN VOFR - ISDN -
SIP - H.323 Voice
Modem. Custom i

Hardware '-- i

Fig. 2.\: Asterisk Architecture

The Fig. 2.1 above shows the basic Asterisk architecture. Next. we will explain

concepts related to the architecture like channels, codecs and applications.
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2.4 Channels

A channel is the equivalent of a telephone line, but in digital format. It usually

consists of an analogic or digital (TDM) signaling system or a combination of codec

and signaling protocol (e.g. SIP-GSM, IAX-uLaw). In the beginning, all telephony

connections are analog and susceptible to echo and noise. Later, most systems are

converted to digital systems, with the analogic sound converted into digital format by

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) in most cases. This format allows voice transmission

in 64 kilobits/second without compression.

TDM hardware supported:

Zaptel Cards (usualfy Digium produced)

• Wildcard T4l OP-Four E liT! interfaces (PCI 3.3 volts only)

• Wildcard T405P - Four E liT I interfaces (PCI 5.0 volts only)

• TE I lOP - One port E liT! interface

• TDM400P - Four analog interfaces FXO or FXS

• TDM2400 - Twenty-four ports FXS or FXO

These boards use chan_zap channel drivers

• Linux Cards

• Quicknet Phonejack and linejack can be used

• ISDN Cards and drivers

• ISDN4Linux - Old driver, don't even try to use it. I have tried with a

ISDN BRI Eicon Diva Card. The result is bad voice quality and

instability. It is removed from compilation in version 1.2 and deleted in

version 1.4. These boards use chan modem channel drivers.

• ISDN CAP I - It is a third party Linux ISDN driver. It is used with

junghanns boards and integrates with hylafax. These boards use chan_capi

channel drivers. There are other channel drivers for BRI stuff like

chan _misdn, which are considered experimental. These drivers are created

by Beronet, Europe. vlSDN can be also used with HFC ISDN chips.

• Voicetronix produces high density analog boards, 4, 8 and 16 ports. Now

they produce EIITI cards too. These boards use chan_vbp channel

drivers.
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• Other manufacturers include Dialogic and Aculab. Most of them do not

release the source code.

Asterisk channels supported:

I. chan console: supports a sound card (OSS or ALSA) - dial string:

console/dsp ).

2. chan_sip: supports VolP using SIP protocol. - dial string: sip/channel.

3. chan_iax: supports Voll' using IAX2 protocol, - dial string: iax2/channel

4. chan_h323: 1-1.323is one of the oldest and most implemented VoIP protocols.

It's useful when one attempts to connect to existing 1-1.323networks. There are

different flavors of FU23 in Asterisk: chan_h323 and chan_oh323. A third

implementation is being developed by Digium: the first version in asterisk-

add-ons subversion. Chan h323 can be used in Asterisk as a gateway.

Asterisk can point to a gat~keeper, but can't work as one. Dial string

h323/hostname if using a gatekeeper, h323/extension@hostname if going

directly to the gateway.

5. chan_mgcp: supports the VoIP protocol USIng MGCP. Currently Asterisk

supports MGCP phones, but it cannot connect to a VoIP provider using

MGCP. Dial string: MGCP/aaln/I@hostname.

6. chan_sccp: Supports Cisco VoIP skinny protocol. There are two versions:

chan_skinny and chan_sccp2 supports most Cisco phones. Dial String:

SCCP/channel.

2.5 Codecs and codec translation

We usually try to put as many voice connections as possible in a data network.

Codecs enable new features in digital voice. Compression is one of the most

. important ones, since it allows compression rates larger than 8 to I. Other features

include voice activity detection, packet loss concealment and comfort noise

generation. There are several codecs available for Asterisk and these codecs can be

transparently translated from one to another. Internally, Asterisk uses slinear as the

stream format when it needs to convert from one codec to another. Some codecs in

Asterisk are supported only in pass-through mode, and these codecs can't be

translated.
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The following codecs are supported:

• G.711 ulaw (USA) - (64 Kbps) .

• G.711 alaw (Europe) - (64 Kbps) .

• G.723.1 - Only pass-through mode

• G.726 - (l6/24/32/40kbps)

• G.729 - Needs licensing (8Kbps)

• GSM - (12-13 Kbps)

• iLBC - (15 Kbps)

• LPC 10 - (2.5 Kbps)

17

2.6 Protocols

Sending data from one phone to another should be easy provided that the data find a

path to the other phone by themselves. Unfortunately, it doesn't happen this way, and

a signaling protocol is necessary in order to establish connections between phones

discover end devices and implement telephony signaling. Recently, it has become

very common to use of SIP as a signaling protocol. H.323 is largely implemented in

voice over IP networks and most legacy implementations use this protocol. lAX is

another option that is becoming popular because it works well with NAT traversal and

some bandwidth can be saved as well.

Asterisk supports:

• SIP

• H323

• IAXvl e v2

• MGCP

• SCCP (Cisco Skinny)

• Nortel unistim

These protocols control the comm unication between the two end points of a call e.g.

the call set-up and signaling necessary to transmit traffic over an IP network. There

are two key signaling standards: H.323 and the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [15]:
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• H.323. This is the protocol ratified In 1996 by the International

Telecommunication Unions, and is a well-established protocol for handling

voice, video and data conferencing over packet-based networks. It follows many

of the message sequencing conventions established by PSTN signaling and

therefore allows considerable scope for interoperability with existing PSTN

systems. There is also an OpenH323 project, which aims to create a fully

featured, interoperable, Open Source implementation of the lTU standard.

• SIP is a text-based, open protocol, ratified by the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF), for telephone calls over lPlOand has recently gained rapid uptake

in spite of the fact that H.323 is the more established protocol. SIP does a similar

job to 1-1.323(Packetizer [16], 2006), but is specifically designed for the Internet.

It takes a more modular approach than I-U23 , is similar to the HTTP Web

protocol, and sets up a "session" over the Internet (Goode [17], 2002). The

content of SIPbased sessions can range from a basic telephone call to complex,

multi-party, mixed media sessions, so SIP enables services to be created that

combine elements from telephony and other Web-based applications, such as

email, messaging and video streaming (and hence encourages convergence).

2.7 Asterisk as a switch (PBX)

Asterisk can be configured as the core of an IP or hybrid PBX, switching calls,

managing routes, enabling features, and connecting callers with the outside world

over IP, analog (POTS), and digital (TIIEI) connections.

Asterisk runs on a wide variety of operating systems including Linux. Mac as X.

OpenBSD. FreeBSD and Sun Solaris and provides all of the features we would expect

.from a PBX including many advanced features that are olien associated with high end

proprietary PI3Xs. Asterisk's architecture is designed for maximum tlexibility and

sUPP011s Voice over IP in many protocols, and can interoperate with almost all

standards-based telephony equipment using relatively inexpensive hardware.
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2.8 Asterisk as a gateway

It can also be built out as the heart of a media gateway, bridging the legacy PSTN to

the expanding world of IP telephony. Asterisk's modular architecture allows it to

convert between a wide range of communications protocols and media codecs.

2.9 Asterisk in the call center

Asterisk has been adopted by call centers around the world based on its flexibility.

Call center and contact center developers have built complete ACD systems based on

Asterisk. Asterisk has also added new life to existing call center solutions by adding

remote IP agent capabilities, advanced skills-based routing, predictive and bulk

dialing, and more.

2.10 Asterisk in the network

Internet Telephony Service Providers (ITSPs), competitive local exchange carners

(CLECS) and even first-tier incumbents have discovered the power of open source

communications with Asterisk. Feature servers, hosted services clusters, voicemail

systems, pre-paid calling solutions, all based on Asterisk have helped reduce costs and

enabled flexibility.

2.11 Asterisk everywhere

Asterisk has become the basis for thousands of communications solutions. If we need

to communicate, Asterisk is the answer.

2.12 IP Telephony Deployment Components

This section introduces the various components of a typical IP telephony solution.

Fig: 2.2 is a depiction of components in a telephony solution, although depending on

the needs of a business, main or branch sites mayor may not contain all the depicted

elements.
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Fig_2.2: Components of an IP Telephony deployment

The network elements support endpoints as clients like the IP phones (desk phones,

video enabled endpoints and wireless IP phones) or fax machines and also provide

interfaces to support integration of legacy systems.

In the applications realm, the Asterisk PBX software could be hosted on various kinds

of server hardware. The Asterisk PBX acts as the core call processor as a standalone

call processor, a distributed one or in a cluster. In either case, the Asterisk provides

call processing to the main or remote sites. Different call processing scenarios are
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discussed in following section. Other than core call processing applications, servers in

an IP Telephony deployment could also provide services made available by the

Asterisk-based telephony solutions each of the deployment models [18].

Another important aspect of a typical IP Telephony deployment is Quality of Service

(QoS). In a converged network, there is much concern about how different media can

be delivered through the same medium, and how this affects service. For example, the

WAN links between each remote site would be a carrier for data and voice (or video).

This brings up concerns of whether voice would be affected if simultaneous data

transfers occur over the WAN link.

2.13 IP Telephony Deployment Models

There are different models that a corporation can choose from with a deployment

based on the needs and requirements of the business. Many different parameters have

to be taken in consideration before opting for any of the proposed models with the

Asterisk-based telephony solutions

This section introduces some of the models that are generally implemented by

corporations. Each of them differ from one another based on the size of the business,

the type of business and the degree of dependence of business needs on IP telephony.

This section will discusses the different kinds of deployment models such as the

single site model and multi-site WAN models with centralized or distributed

processing. There will also be a discussion on a model that is designed for Survivable

Remote Site Telephony (SRST).

2.13.1 Single Site Deployment Model

A single site deployment model consists of only one IP Telephony site where all the

call processing happens at this main site. There are no voIP connections going out of

a WAN link to provide voice communications to any kind of a remote site.
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Fig.2.3: Single Site Deployment Model

In this model, all IP traffic resides and interacts within the LAN or Metropolitan Area

Network (MAN) at the main central "office". All calls within the main site will go

over IP within the LANIMAN and any calls that need to be routed outside this

LAN/MAN would have to go through the PSTN. It is also possible for the data to

travel through a WAN link, but in a single site IP Telephony deployment, there is no

voice traffic that would traverse this data-only WAN link.
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In Fig. 2.3, the main call processing is done by a single Asterisk PBX. For smaller

sites, a single site deployment would require one call processing server. Outbound

calls would have to go over the PSTN link. In Fig. 2.3, the connection to the PSTN is

through the analog telephony card.

Since all the IP voiee is used within the LAN/MAN, transcoding resources are not

required. There is no translation of codec's for incoming voice. Hence, in a single site

environment the only codee used is the standard G.7I1 pulse code modulation on all

end points. This frees up the DSP resources for other activities such as conferencing

and media termination PQints.

The dialing plan on a single site deployment is eaSIer than any of the other

deployments because the only dialing plans needed would be plans for calling within

the site and to be able to connect to the Telco to get out the PSTN. There would have

to be configurations for long distance and international calling, but it would not be

necessary to create dial plans to other VolP sites with dissimilar phone number

nomenclature.

The single site deployment is common among small to medium sized businesses that

do not have branch offices at different locations. Single sites are normally easier to

deploy and maintain.

2.13.2 Multi-Site WAN Deployment Model

A multi-site deployment is implemented when there is more than just a main office

. that needs IP telephony. One main site or multiple remote sites may be involved in the

deployment. This section discusses some of the features of a multi-site WAN

deployment model.
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Fig. 2.4: Multi-site WAN deployment Model

In Fig. 2.4, all call processing occurs at the main site. All call processing for the

branch sites are done over the IP WAN cloud. The IP WAN also carries all the call

control signaling functions between the branch sites. The call processing is done by an

Asterisk PBX cluster. However, a cluster is not necessary if there are fewer call

agents. Since voice media traverses across the WAN, careful design and configuration

is required with QoS. QoS has to be configured on the edge routers to make sure that

the voice is given priority over the data packets, such that delay or jitter does not

cause voice quality to deteriorate.
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According to Fig. 2.4, each of the branch sites has a connection to the PSTN. The call

processing for the branch sites occurs at thc main Asterisk PBX cluster. Calls from

the branch site go out through their gateways after the Asterisk PBX processing. The

Asterisk PBX processes the PSTN call, sends the call information over the WAN link

the branch and forwards it out though that branch gateway.

The II' WAN connection can be to be transported over Frame Relay, Asynchronous

Transfer Mode (ATM), Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) and over a Virtual

Private Network (VPN) connection. By using this deployment model, the remote sites

can bypass toll charges. since it routes calls through the main site gateway. For

example, all the sites could all be in different cities and for the sites to call each other

would be classified as a long distance call. Since all voice communications between

sites go over the WAN, there are no toll charges applied through the Telco.

If the WAN link goes down, the ISDN back-up connection can be configured so that'

it would dial thc Telco to provide a temporary connection. This temporary connection

would now act as a WAN link until the original WAN link has been fixed. The next

section discusses the details of SRST.

In some cases, a business might require a distributed call processlllg model. For

example, when one particular site has a larger call volume compared to the main or

other branch sites, another call manager or a call manager express (router call

processor) can be implemented for call processing. This reduces the load on the main

Asterisk PBX cluster and also simplifies the call processing for the site with a large
call volume .

.2.13.3 Remote Site Survivability

When deploying a multi-site WAN model with centralized call processing, a network

has to be designed with features that ensure the high availability at the remote sites.

Considerations should be made for redundant WAN links at the branch router for

voice and ISDN back up for high availability of voice at the remote site. "SRST

provides high availability for voice services only, by providing a subset of the call

processing capabilities within the remote office router and enhancing the II' phones
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Fig.2.5: SRSTScenarios
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with the ability to "re-home" to the call processing functions in the local router if a
WAN failure is detected."

An SRST configuration is depicted in Fig. 2.5. In "Normal Operation", all WAN links

are up and functioning. The phones get signaling options from the call manager

cluster at the main site. At this point the branch site router does not provide call

signaling. When the WAN link is lost, the router at the branch office is triggered into

SRST mode. This provides certain amount of call processing to the IP phones at the

branch. This router also provided call signaling and registration options and

communicates with IP phones on the main site through the PSTN channel. Although

there are no advanced call manager features at the branch office, they are still

equipped with basic calling features. After the WAN connectivity is re-established,
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the phones re-register with the call manager and the gateway router shuts out of SRST

mode and all functionality returns to the initial "Normal operation".
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Chapter 3

Implementation

3.1 Overview of the Implementation

In regard to the deployment models, we have implemented it in the neT Networking

Lab as a single site deployment with one centralized call processing agent. This Lab

also had one connection to the PSTN via an FXO port. There is only one data-only

internet connection through the lab firewall. The VoIP lab connected to the outside

PSTN through a BUET PBX. In this section. the following topics relating to the

implementation will be discussed: basic network schematic including the IP

addressing scheme, various network elements used, implementation of IP Telephony

with basic configurations on the call processing agent and soft IP phones. The end of

this section will include different outputs from both the Asterisk PBX.

3.2 Architecture and Schematic

Fig: 3.1 is a schematic of how the network is set up for IP Telephony.
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Fig. 3.1: Networking Lab VolP Schematic
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The Asterisk server is physically connected with switches where all IP phones and

soft IP phones are connected. The Asterisk PBX has a connection to the PSTN

through its FXO Interface card. The following section will explain more about LANs

and the IP Addressing schemes.

LAN Information and IP Addressing

A LAN is implemented for Voice information to propagate on a different subnet. All

the IP phones and all the voice equipment are a part of LAN. The LAN subnet ranges

in the 192.16.10.0/24 subnet

The Asterisk Server Ethernet interface has been set with an IP address of

192.16.12.21. This connected down to a switch. This switch fed power to each of the

IP Phones that are plugged into this switch. All the phones are configured to pull

Dynamic Host configuration (DHCP) addresses within the LAN range [19].

3.3 Equipment

This section lists the equipment that is used in the implementation of the IP

Telephony deployment project. These products are often implemented by corporations

in the industry as their primary voice communication medium.

Call Processing

The core call processing agent is hosted on an IBM MCS-7845-1 server. The software

used for the call processing is the AsteriskWin32 which ran on a Windows 2000

/Windows XPNista platform.

PCI Analog Telephonv Card

The PCI analog telephony card is XIOOP. This XIOOP provides a single FXO

interface (port) for connecting the Open Source Asterisk system with an incoming

line. It support FXS Loopstart and Kewlstart, can detect ring and remote hang up and

fully support Pseudo-TOM bridging through Zaptel and digital gain control for both

transmits and receives. XIOOP fully supports by Asterisk for incoming and outgoing

calls. It supports all standard enhanced call features including caller !D, call

conferencing, and call waiting/Caller !D. Also perfectly for Interactive Voice
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Response (IVR) and Voicemail application. It provides an economical way to

implement powerful and flexible call services, small VolP Gateways, directory

service, business class voicemail, Message service, customized and web telephone.

Two RJ-II ports labeled "line port" and "phone port", "phone port" can't be used as

FXS port but we can connect an analog phone to "phone port", the phone would ring

if Asterisk fails or the system power failure. This card is installed on Asterisk server

machine through which PSTN line is connected.

Access Switches

Configuration tasks are performed on some switches that are involved in this project,

mainly to pass LAN. information. One particular Power over Ethernet switch (POE) is

used to provide power and access to the IP phones in the lab. This switch also had

basic LAN QoS configurations for IP voice packets. The switch needed a particular IP

Voice enabled software image for support of QoS commands.

Soft Phones

The Soft phones III the Lab are X-Lite 3.0. X-Lite 3.0 is CounterPath'snext-

generation Softphone client, offering users all the productivity of a traditional

telephone with desktop and mobile computer enhancements. From a simple click of a

mouse button or tap on the keyboard users can dial, answer, or otherwise manage calls

and personal availability. Whether over wired or wireless' connections, X-Lite

supports a variety of headset devices to augment the modern telephony experience,

severing the restrictive tethers of traditional, limited telephone receivers. Designed to

work over IP-based systems, X-Lite provides endpoint VolP solutions that use

internet-based telephony servers within an enterprise LAN (Local Area Network) or

VolP service provider network.

POTS Line

A Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) line is provisioned to lab for Asterisk server

access to an analog connection via a BUET PBX. This provided access to a legacy

connection, which allowed the implementation and testing of VolP to analog voice

communication and vise versa. This line is the connection from the internal VoIP

network to the PSTN via the FXO interface card on the Asterisk server.
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3.4.1 FXOS Telephony Interface

To connect to the PSTN we need an interface FXO and a telephone line. We can use

an existing PBX extension too. We can obtain a telephony interface card with a FXO

interface from several manufacturers [31].

• RING
FXO

Inside ( (I

Dial Dial
Tone Tone

Fig. 3.2: FXOand FXS Interfaces

FXOS Telephony provides high quality support drivers and API for telephony board

based on the zapata technology on the MS Windows platform. These boards are

available from several manufacturers worldwide.

WiliVoice as independent software supplier bring to its clients the benefits of this

"technology on the MS Windows world.

Telephonv Board Supported:

Wildcard FXO X lOOP& Clones

Wildcard FXO XIOIP & Clones

Wildcard FXO Generic Clones

TDM400 & TDM800 & Clones



MS OS Supported:

Windows 2000 SP4 (32bits)

Windows Xl' SP I (32bits)

Windows Server 2003 (32bits)

Windows Vista (32bits)

3.4.1.1 Installation
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• Plug in the PC Telephony board and turn on the system

• The "New Hardware Wizard" will start automatically.

• On the "New Hardware Wizard", select "Install from a list ... ", Click on

"Next".

• On the next page select the directory are the FXOS Telephony drivers are

located: By default: C:IFXOS Telephonyli386 (for 32bits system).

• Ignore the" Driver Warning" message and continue the installation. After

the drivers installed in the Device Manager, you should see a picture

similar to this:

E '~ Te!ephony Interface
:-V li!etJSMtIi.j,ij
:.~ Wildcard FXO X10 1P
L-;) Wildcard FXO X101P

Fig. 3.3: Device Manager

In this case: Two telephony boards installed with FXOS Telephony Interface.

• Open the telephony board properties, switch to advanced, open interface

option:

1•.•••• ,1 •••••• DD';on •...

BoardPar_te ..•.

PCML_ IUlAW

C:2:0<~J c.....,c •••

Fig. 3.4: Board Parameters
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• Select the right the Operational Mode for your country.

• If we change anything in the telephony board properties, we will see the

following prompt:

~_. ---~"'-'-'7~-~' ~~=~~ ~"~._-

• FXOS Configuration, , '...... ".
~_~" 0 , ~ ,~, > .~" ~._ , ,

~ Device Configuration was changed. Do you want the Device to be restarted now?

Qui Non

Fig. 3.5: FXOS configuration

Click on "yes" to the changes take effects.

• Open the FXOS Telephony propel1ies, switch to the "Advanced" property

sheet. Click on the button, to change FXOS Channels Properties.

FXOS Ch~nnels Parameters ...

,
- FXOS Reoistralion

FOI a single channel usage: No registlation is requiled

I A valid registlation is lequired, jf you want 10 use the FXOS
Telephony r nterlace with lwo channels and mOle.

More inform<!ltion on:
http://wiJlvoice. nellfxos. php

Enter Licence ...

Fig. 3.6: FXOS Registration

3.4.2. AsteriskWin32

3.4.2.1 Installation

Asterisk can be installed under windows. Although it is a better idea to install it

. under limD: or FreeBSD if there is a commercial use. But installing Asterisk under

Windows is a good way to know the management and to learn a lot of commands and

options [32].The reference page is: http://www.asteriskwin32.com/.

http://www.asteriskwin32.com/.
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We can download the SetupO.56.exe version and execute the installation program. We

should select "full installation" because it will install some configuration examples

that are very useful.

By default AsteriskWin32 is installed in a directory named cygroot on the system. It

would create four subdirs asterisk, bin, lib, tmp. AsteriskWin32 executables are

located in bin directory.

If we have already cygwin installed on the system we must install AsteriskWin32

inside cygwin root directory, so change the default cygroot: install directory to cygwin

directory. Once the installation is finished we must start asterisk PBX server. So,

execute the file C:\cygroot\binlasteriskwin32.exe

At the beginning it can appear some warnings and error messages but normally we

should not be worried about them (they are related with the lack of ISDN or TAPI

modems). So, we have now Asterisk installed and running.

3.4.2.2 Configuration

Launch PBX Manager F.E.

Open administration panel: default password: admin

PSTN connection: AsteriskWin32 would autodetect our two first available voice

modems.

ISDN connection: AsteriskWin32 would autodetect our first avaible ISDN controller.

CELLULAR Network connection: AsteriskWin32 use your soundcard connected to

cell phone.

Now we can launch the PBX from the Manager or connect to the PBX running in

.background.

GUI version: AsteriskWin32 GUI.

Console version: AsteriskWin32 Console. Could be installed as a service.

PBX Manager F.E: Multi-lingual Management and Console application.

PBX Setup:

• Dialplan: Users, Voicemail, Route
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• PBX options: Priority, TimeZone

• PBX Modules

• SIP & lAX options

• SMTP

• VOICEMAIL

• Logging

Console Commands and Logging.

PBX: Start & Stop & Reload configs & Service control.

PBX application:

Enabled params:

We can set AsteriskWin32 PBX priority from 0 to 9 :NORMAL to HIGH

PRIORITY.

Use this option very carefully.

Console version Asterisk Win32 Console.

command line options:

• -e: Console mode. start with a command line interface

• -i: Initialize crypto keys at startup

• -I: Install Asterisk PBX as service

• -R: Remove Asteris PBX service

EAG! command is not working

.3.4.2.3 Understanding the Configuration Files
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Asterisk is controlled by text configuration files located in /Asterisk/etc [33]. The file

format is similar to the Windows ".ini" files. A semicolon is used as a remark

character, the signs "=" and "=>" are equivalent and the spaces are ignored.
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[SessionJ

Key = value; Variable designation

{Session 2J
*! :J:;~'c ~;~

Key => value;,DhjeCt declaration
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Asterisk interprets "=" and "=>" in the same way. Differences in syntax are used to

distinguish between objects and variables. Prefer "=" when you want to declare a

variable and "=>" to designate an object. The syntax is the same between all files but

there are three types of grammar, as discussed below.

3.4.2.4 Grammars

Simple Group

The simple group format used in extensions.conj, meetme.conf and voicemail.conlis

the most basic grammar. Each object is declared with options in the same line.

Example:

rtSessiorij'
, ~,' si .,"

In this example, object I is created with options opl, op2, op3 while object 2 is

created with options op I, op2 and op3.

Object options inheritance grammar

This format is used by zapata. coni and agents. coni where a lot of options are

available and most interfaces and objects share the same options. Typically there are

one or more sections with objects and channels declarations. Options to the object are

declared above the object and can be changed to another object.
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[Session}

opI =blw
': i

op2 = iJdv

obj~ct=> I

opI = int

object => 2
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The first two lines configure the value of option opl and op2 to "bas" and "ad v"

respectively. When the object I is instanced, it is created using option I as "bas" and

option 2 as "adv". After defining object I we have changed the option 1 to "int". Then

we create object 2 with option I as "int" and option 2 as "adv".

Complex entity object

This format is used by iax. con/, sip. con! as well as other configuration files where

there are numerous entities with many options. Typically, this format does not share a

large volume of common configurations. Each entity receives a context. Sometimes

there are reserved contexts like [general] for global configurations. Options are

declared in the context declarations.

Example:

{entityIh, ~
~. r'~>"

opF=valueI
}~

op2=vallle2.
;"

[entity2} ,
...;.4~.::h.*;

opI =vallle3
• "" ¥ ;";'~~'H,

. • >:S: :'f::l.

op2=value4.
"

The entity [entityl] has values "value I " and "value2" for options opl and op2.

respectively. The entity [entity2] has values "value3" and "value4" for options op I

and op2.
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Create 2 new SIP users.

For example users "3000" and "3001" with passwords "a3000b" and "b300Ia"

So we go to sip.conjfile and we add the following lines at the end of the file

[3000]

type=jriend

secret=a3000b

qualijy=yes

llat=l1o

'host=dynamic

canreinvite=no

context=dejault

mailbox=3000
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type=jriend

secret=b300I a

Create the extensions for the 2 users

To create the extensions for the users we need to modify the file e.xtensions.conf. If

.we dial the number 3001 we should contact the 3000 user and if we dial the number

3000 we should contact the user 3001. We also create a special extension "30000" to

access to the voicemailmain menu.

So we add the following lines at the end of the extensions.conjfile
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{internal}
"" '0'

ex/en => 3000,I,Dial(SIPl3000,30,Ttmj ..

ex/en => 3000,2,Hangup

ex/en => 3000,102, Voicemail(3000j

ex/en => 3000, I03,Hangup

ex/en => 300I,I,Dial(SIPI3001,30,Ttmj

exten => 3001,2,Hangup

exten => 3001,102, Voicemail(300Ij

ex/en => 3001,I03,Hangup

exten => 30000,1, VoicemailMain

Create the voicemail for the users
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Now we create the voicemail for both users and glve them a password m the

voicemail.conj file. We give 1234 password to the 3000 mail and 4321 to the

300lmail

[myfirstvoicemailf ;
- . ,"'":7~:sJ~'';'1:;,;;\'',:r.. ;::.:.;~

3000,;,,> I234,Petei,geter@rnidomain.com. ,
~.. l' .. ';:"?><"';;ik~<j}::r.:y7.;; ',<,:#', .. \;,; l: -,:'

3001=> 4321 ,John,john@rnidomain.com

3.4.2.5 Dial plan introduction

. Dial plan is Asterisk's heart. It defines how Asterisk handles each and every call to

the PBX. It consists of extensions that make an instruction list for Asterisk to follow.

Instructions are fired by digits received from the channel or application. In order to

configure Asterisk successfully, it is crucial to understand the dial plan [33].

Most of the dial plan is contained in the ex/ensions.conj file at the /asterisk/etc

directory. This file uses the simple group grammar and has four major concepts:

mailto:I234,Petei,geter@rnidomain.com.
mailto:,John,john@rnidomain.com


• Extensions

• Priorities

• Applications

• Contexts

Extensions:
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The dial plan is a set of defined extensions. An extension is a string that will trigger

an event when a call is made. Extensions can be either literal or pattern.

Extension format

Example:

8000
Alexander
4321/1234
_4XXX
s

_ (underscore)
. (dot)
[13-9]
X
Z
N

Numeric
Alphanumeric
Numeric extension with calierlD
Pattern matching
Standard

Pattern MatChing
Start of a match
Matches anything remaining
Any digit in the brackets (1, 3 to 9)
Any digit from 0-9
Any digit from 1-9
Any digit from 2-9

Fig. 3.7: Extensions format

.exten=>S5S0))5iai(SIp;S5S0,iO).'
;..; .."' ~:r:¥,:\'j:... ..

exten=>S5S0,2,hangupO- .;.

The instruction "exten" describes the next step for the call. 8580 is the set of digits

received (called number). The numbers "I" and "2" are priorities that define the

execution order. Dialing "8580" will ring the SIP IP phone registered as "8580". If

the call is unansared in 20 seconds it will hang-up.
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Extension Syntax:

exten => number (name), {priorityllabel{ + I-}offset}[(alias)),applieation

The extension command "exten=" is followed by an extension number or name, a

comma, a priority, another comma and, finally, the application, Extension is the

matching address of the call (the phone number). Priorities are used to execute the

steps in order of priority. Application is the action to be taken (dial, playback,

hang up). Each action has a different application.

Priorities:

Priorities are numbered steps for execution in each dialed extension. Each priority

calls a specific application. Usually, the numbers start with "I" and increment by I to

each line in the extension definition. In version 1.2, it is common to use the "n"

priority as next, instead of manually assigning the numbers. If numbers are not

sequential, execution is aborted. After version 1.2 it became possible to use labels and

aliases.

Applications:

Applications play an important role in Asterisk. They handle voice channels, playing

tones, the acceptance of digits called to the PBX, as well as calLhang-up. Applications

can be called with options that affect their behavior. You' can use 'core show

applications' in the Asterisk's command line interface to show available applications.

When you build your first dial plan you will start to understand what applications are

appropriate.

CLTIr:>::"e~o::r:'::e"':s:;:h~o~w""'a'::rp~rp~li77!ciiions
.- .' ~ -" ....

Contexts:

Contexts play an important role in Asterisk's dial plan configuration and security.

Contexts define a scope, which allows separation of the dial plan into different parts.

It is important to understand that contexts are intimately bond to channels. When an

Asterisk receives a phone call, the call is processed within its incoming context
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section. The incoming context IS always defined by the channel configuration file

(iax.con! sip.con! zap.conl .. ).

Asterisk Call Flow
All calls arrive from a channel (lAX,

ZAP. SIP. H323 and others)

-" \\
! 1. \

~Side

Incoming Call Leg Outgoing Call Leg

!

The context is defined globally
The call is processed into thein the [general} section or

individually by channel into the corresponding contex1 on the
extensions_cont file.channel configuration files (Le.
Example [incoming]sip.conf. zap.conf, lax.cont)

Fig. 3.8: ASlerisk call flow

Let's suppose, for example, that we have two classes of users: "managers" and

"guests". Suppose now that want to play different messages for "guests" and

"managers" when they dial "9000". We can accomplish this by defining the incoming

context in the channel files (sip.con! iax.con! zap.conf).

Example:

In the example below, when Mary dials 9000, she receives the message

"yollareagllest". When John dials the same number, he receives a different message:

"youareamanager" .

sip.conf

,{john}

'..
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extensions. conf

'{managers} "

exten=> 9000, I,Playback(youareamanager)
;; <,,') ."". .'

[guestsJN ." ..

exten=> 9000,1, PlaYback(yolidreaguest)
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By understanding this concept wc can create several features in Asterisk. Different

contexts can be used to serve different companies and different classes of users within

the same Asterisk configuration. Contexts may determine, for example, who can call

long distance and who cannot.

Contexts receive a name inside brackets «(]). All instructions after the definition are

part of the context. To start a new context, simply insert the new context. A context

ends when another starts.

There are two special contexts in the extensions.conf file. The context [globals] is

used to define variables whereas the context [general] is used to define some general
options.

3.4.2.6 SIP IP phones configuration

Let's now configure the SIP phones. The idea is to configure a simple PBX. SIP

clients have to be configured before we can make and receive calls. In the sip.conf file

we can configure everything related with the SIP protocol; add new sip users or define
sip providers.

General section

The SIP file is read from top down. The first section contains the global parameters

[general). The main options are:

• allow/disallow: Defines which codecs can be used.
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• bindaddr: Address to be bond to Asterisk SIP listener. If we set it up as

0.0.0.0 (default) it will bind to all interfaces.

• context: Sets the default context for all clients unless changed in the

client section.

• bindport: SIP UDP port to listen.

• maxexpirey: Maximum time to register (seconds)

• defaultexpirey: Default time to register (seconds)

• register: Registers Asterisk to another Host.

Example:

[general}

'bindport = 5060"
";,to}-';

P "" -'c- ":',-;<
'bindaddr = 10.1:30.'45

contex/'= 'default

'disallow = all,<

allow = ulalVx

maxexpirey=;1
", 'f T; ~t

'defaultexpirey

Clients section

After finishing the general sections, it is time to set up the SIP clients.

• [name]: When a SIP device connects to Asterisk, it uses the username

part of the SIP URI to find the peer/user.

• type: Configures the connection class. Options are peer, user, and

friend.

• peer: Asterisk sends calls to a peer.

• user: Asterisk receives calls from a user.

• friend: Both at same time.

• host: IP address or host name. The most common option is "dynamic",

used when the host registers to Asterisk.

• secret: Password to authenticate peers and users.

Example:
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secret,=mysecret

host=IO.I.30.50

context=trusted

(.-.::liteJ

type=ji-ier/d

"secret=xlite

host=dynamic

dejaultipd,10.I.30.iI7 ~
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The sip.conf file starts with a [general] section with the default configuration for

every user and peer (providers). The default values can be overwritten in the

particular configuration of each user or peer.

• In general, SIP servers use port 5060 UDP. That is why we use

port=5060. Sometimes, for example if we use Sip Express Router (SER)

with Asterisk we should change the port number.

• DNS is a way to manage a logic adress in order to be resolve. That allows

that calls can be led to different places without changing the logic address.

Using DNS SRV we have the advantages of DNS whereas if we give the

"no" value it is not possible to route calls based in domains. It is a good

idea to active the service with srvlookup=yes. Each extension is defined by

a user or a peer or a friend and is called with a name between [].

• "user" type is used to authenticate incoming calls, "peer" for out coming

calls and "friend" for both. In the example we have a "friend" extension

called "peter". It can make incoming and out coming calls.

• "secret" is the password used to authenticate. In this case it will be

"welcome". The latency between Asterisk server and the telephone can be

monitored with qualify=yes to determine when the device can be reached.

Asterisk considers by default that a device is present if its latency is

smaller than 2000 ms (2 seconds). This value can be changed with the

number of milliseconds instead of "yes".
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• If an extension is behind a device that makes Network Address

Translation (NAT) like a router or a firewall "nat=yes" force Asterisk to

ignore the field contact information and it will use the address which the

packages come from.

• If we put "host=dynamic" means that the telephone will be able to connect

from any IP address. We can limit this user to access with only an IP or a

domain name. If we put "host=static" it would not be necessary that the

user will register itself with the password provided in "secret".

• In SIP, invite messages are used to establish calls and to redirect audio or

video. Any .invite message after initial invite message in the same

conversation is considered a reinvite. For example, two users are

connected and one of them active Music on Hold (MoH) because he wants

to stop the conversation. Therefore, Asterisk make a reinvite to the second

user. Later, the first user wants to follow the call and send a reinvite

message to Asterisk and is sent to the second user and both are again

connected.

Finally context=internal shows the context where the instructions for this extension

will be executed. This is related to the context of the file extensions. con/that gives the

dialplan for that context. Therefore the "internal" context must exist in the file

extensions. con/ or otherwise we should not create it. Several extensions can have the

same context.

3.4.3 Soft Phone

3.4.3.1 Installing X-Lite

• Run the X-Lite setup executable file and follow the prompts from the

install wizard [34].

• At the final step of the wizard. check the Launch X-Lite checkbox to start

using the softphone.

• Click Finish to complete the installation.
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3.4.3.2 Configuring X-Lite:

• Start X-Lite by using the Windows Start menu or by double-clicking the

desktop icon.

• The Call display shows Initializing, followed by Discovering network and

Awaiting proxy login information. Users must set lip at least one account

before using X-Lite to place or receive calls. For information about

account setup, see "Setting up Accounts" below.

• To use an account for VoIP communication, the account must be enabled

within the X~Lite client. To enable an account, click at the top of the

softphone, choose SIP Account Settings and select the Enable checkbox

for the desired account.

, X-lIl:e U~r --- , - --- -,-.-.-- .. -""\
~_.__.... .._.. .._,. .__ ...__ Jr~~;;---,._---.,-.,-._-._."_.--..-..----.---.-....-.-.-..-"1
r;:~;~-----_._-_...--l
L~_._ ,. . ,_.,.__._. .__.__ . ._.J
: IL___ __ __ _.. _.. .. __._ __ -'
1 mysipaccOl.J'll:s.com Jl . ..__._.... !

-"- ,-,----~---~

U~r~tClil~

[)Isplay Nome

iDon14irl Fl'oj(Y'

i ~ ReQister with dorMin NId receive hcO/'l'lhQ c&lls

: Send OlJ:bo..nd via:
, 0-
o proxy Add' ~ss 1 . _
o torQet cior'lOO

OK II c.nc. II 80W

Fig. 3.9: Properties of Account

3.4.3.3 Setting Up Accounts

• Create the account: click at the top of the softphone and choose SIP

Account Settings. Click Add. The Properties of Account window appears.

• Under the Account tab, complete the fields within the User Details area.
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• For the remaining tabs, default settings are acceptable, or users can

change them to suit a particular setup.

Settings that may need immediate changes include:

• Under the Account tab, fields within the Domain Proxy area.

• Under the Topology tab, settings to help X-Lite traverse NA Ts and

firewalls.

3.4.3.4 Setting up Voicemail
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VolP service providers )Ilay offer voicemail as a complement to their regular phone

services. Users with access to voicemail-enbaled accounts can set up certain

voicemail features within the X-Lite softphone. In particular:

• To enable connecting to voicemail by clicking on the Call display, X-Lite

users must access the Voicemail tab of their SIP account's properties dialog

(see above) and then enter appropriate information within the Number to

dial for checking voicemail field.

• To enable sending incoming calls to voicemail by clicking on the Call

display, X-Lite users must complete the Number for sending calls to

voicemail field under the Voicemail tab.

3.4.3.5 Setting up a Contacts List

Using a Contacts list is the most efficient way to place calls. Users can set up contacts

in several ways:

•

•

•

During a call, users can add a remote party to their Contacts list

Users can add entries to the Contacts list one by

Users can import a Contacts list from an existing file or from another

application.

3.4.3.6 Starting X-Lite

I. Start X-Lite by using the Windows Start menu or by double-clicking the desktop

icon.

2. Take an appropriate action:
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o If the user has enabled an account, the next message displayed will be

registering. X-Lite attempts to log into every enabled account, and when

login is complete, the Call display shows Ready. Your username is.

o If the user has not enabled an account, the SIP Accounts window will

appear. Enable an account; X-Lite will designate that account as the default.

For information about enabling accounts, see "SIP Accounts" on

o If the user has set up no account, the final message will be Awaiting proxy

login information. When logged in to an account, the Call display will show

Ready - Your .username is.

3.4.3.7 Answering a Call

X-Lite must be running to answer incoming calls. (If X-Lite is not running, incoming

calls may be directed to voicemail). The softphone rings and the line of the incoming

call lights up. If Call Alerts are on, the Call Alert box appears. If the Bring. To Front

feature is enabled, the phone comes to the front of the screen above all other running

applications.

Users can answer calls in any of three ways:

Click on the softphone or on the Call Alert box.

• Click the appropriate line number on the softphone.

• If X-Lite is the active application, press Enter on the keyboard.

Users can ignore calls in any of three ways:

Click on the Call display or on the Call Alert box; a message appears to the

caller advising that the call could not be established. The phone stops

ringing, and the call is addcd to the Received Calls list.

Click on the Call display to send the call to voicemail. Voicemail access is a

VoIP service provider option, not one of X-Lite' s integrated features.

Ignore the ringing until X-Lite sends the call to voicemail.

Users can also ban any caller, as follows:

Click on the Call display; X-Lite adds the call to the Received Calls list.
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• Within the Received Calls list, right-click the entry X-Lite added and select

ban this Person.

3.4.3.8 Ending a Call

To hang up, click on the Call display or Call Alert box, or press Esc on the keyboard.

Details of the call remain on the Call display. To clear the Call display, click Clear.

Note that selecting another line puts an existing call on hold without hanging up.

3.4.3.9 SIP Account ~ettings

SIP Accounts

To manage SIP accounts, click at the top of the phone and select SIP Account

Settings. The SIP Account window appears, showing the account that the user has set

up.

,I Cktse

Fig. 3.10: SIPAccounts

Users can:

• Resize the columns in the window

• Add an account

• Remove an account

• Enable an account

Set or change the properties of an account.
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Laboratory activities

LaboratDlyactivity 51

4.1 Basic Requirements

For the Laboratory activities we used a FXO interface card, a Pentium class PC with

256MB RAM for Asterisk and two other computers for the soft phone. We might use

virtual machines (VMWare, Virtual PC) if we wish to use a single computer. Although

voice quality will be poor, this is acceptable for testing purposes. We used the X-Lite

softphone from counterpath, although other free soft phones may be used as well. We

might also use a SIP Analog Telephony Adapter or even an SIP II' Phone.

.4.2 Lab instructions

Softphone
extension 3000

Fig.4.1: VolP Lab

Softpt1one
extension 3001

These Labs would create a small PBX capable to dial between extensions, to the

PSTN.

• Calling from Softphone 3001 to Softphone 3002 and vice versa.

• Calling from Softphone 300 I or Softphone 3002 to BUET lICT

extension number.
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• Calling from SUET nCT extension number to Softphone 3001 and

3002.

• Calling from SUET nCT extension number to another SUET llCT

extension number.

4.3 Basic Configuration

Step 1: Edit the sip.conffile and add the extension 3001 configuration.

[general}

'bindport=5060

bindaddr=O.O.O.O; put here the IP address of your server

context=default

52

allow=all

[300I}

type=ji-iend'1,¥

secret=300 I

host=dynamic
'; ",« ,'"

. .4'."','~ . .canrell1V1te=no.- ",",'

Step 2: Repeat step I for extension 3002.

Step 3: Configure the softphone for extension 3001.

a) Run the installation program.

b) Press "next" in the first screen.

c) Accept the licensing agreement.

d) Accept the next screens. In other words NEXT->NEXT->FINISH.

e) Get into the X-LITE menu by pressing the icon illustrated below.

f) In the next screen, select "system settings".
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g) Choose "sip proxy".

h) Choose Default.

i) Complete the following fields.

Display Name: 3001

Username: 3001'

'Authorization User: 300lt

.Password:3001
i"~,' b

Domain/Realm: 192.16.12.21 ,. Set AsteriskIp Address

SIP Proxy: 192.'16.12.2l ;SeiAsteriskiP Address
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j) Close X-LITE and open again.

k) Confirm that the phone was registered to Asterisk with the sip show peers

command.

Step 4: Repeat the configuration for extension 3002 in the other softphone.

4.3.1 Creating a basic dial plan

Now we are ready to start creating our first dial plan. We would use examples to

explain the dial plan.

Basic example

In this example, Asterisk would receive a call, playa sound and hang-up.

Edit the extensions. con/file to include these entries:

, .

Priority 1 calls the answerO application. Asterisk handles the line and sets up the call.

After answering the line, it goes to the next priority.
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Priority 2 calls the playback applicarionQ to playa sound from goodbye.gsm file.

Finally, priority 3 hangs up the call.
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Example explanation:

A call received by a FXO interface is sent to the incoming context, defined in the

channel configuration file (ficonf). When an incoming call arrives it is processed in

the "s" extension of the incoming context. We have three priorities, each priority

calling an application.

The special extension '.'s" is used to start processing the incoming call when the

number that dialed to Asterisk is not known (e.g. incoming call by an analog line).

If we are to answer a call, it is better to know the application that will do it. The

answerQ application is used to answer a channel in the ringing state. Some

applications require the answerQ application before processing the call.

The pIaybackO application is used to playa message from a sound file previously

recorded. When the application playbackQ is being executed, any digits pressed are

ignored. The syntax is playback(filename). It plays the file with .gsm or .wav

extension from the default sounds directory (/asrerisk/lib/sounds).

The hangupO application does exactly what the name says. It disconnects the active

channel. We should use it at the end of the call.

A more thorough example

Let's improve upon our first example by introducing two new applications:

.backgrollndQ and goroO. The key for interactive systems based on Asterisk is the

backgrollndQ application. It allows us to playa sound file while waiting for digits to

be pressed. When this occurs, the sound that is playing stops and the execution goes

to the digits pressed.

Syntax for BackgroundQ application:
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exten=>extensl OIl, prisrit)'~]ackgr0l.!nd( filename)
1 . -" ~ "

Other useful application is g%O. As the name implies, it jumps from the current

context, extension and priority to a specific context, extension and priority.

Syntax for G%O application:

extcn=>extension, priority ,goto( context,extension, priori ty)

Valid syntaxes for g%O are:

Go/a (context, ex/ens ion,priori ty)

Gal a(extension,priority) .~
Goto(priority)
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This is an example of a small company with three departments: tech support, sales,

and training. Let's create an interactive system that allows the user to select the

department called. Firstly, we will playa greeting like, "press I for tech support, 2

for training, and 3 for sales". In this simple example we won't treat invalid digits.

After we select a department, the system will playa message like "you were directed

to ... department" and transfer the execution to the related context.

< ••••

'.;- :

Step by step explanation:
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When someone calls the telephone line connected to Asterisk via the FXO interface

card (configured to [incoming] context in/x. con}), the extension "s" in the [incoming]

context is triggered. The extension "s" answers the call using the background

application and plays a greeting message, waiting for digits to be pressed. If the user

presses "I", the system goes to extension "I" and plays a message "You were directed

to tech support". Next, extension "2" sends the execution to [support] context for

further processing.

4.3.2 Bridging channels using Dial application

We can improve our example by adding the dialO command. Instead of sending the

execution to another context, we will transfer the call to an extension, directly using

the dialO application.

[incomi~gJ

exten:;;:>s, l,AnswerO
,'-"

exten=~s,2:Ba{kgt~lIn;kgreeting)
,iil, If':''','.""i,,,r;7~' ..>' 't,'"

exten=>;'S,3,hangupO % 0.
" " ,', . ,.. ~.~ !;.]!!Y\,', fc

exten=>l; l,playbllck(slipport)
iii: (i,'

-ex/en=>J,2,Dial(SIP/3001). •
y' ;J!,i'~X <, ', •. ,r:41 '" ':<

exfefl'7->2,1;f5.layback(fraining)
< ' '~:i?;~:~:.ii\';',JP~.~'

exten=:>2,2,Dial (FX/.
'{:,-';"{"''',~:'ft "'! ' ,)

eJifen=>3, l,p!aybac sa"es)
-". " :,;'.,~1" if "

exten=> 3,2,Dial(IAX213002).,..
, --

By comparing with the first example. we've just created a shortcut. Instead of sending

the call to another context, we are now sending the call to the final channel

.destination. For "support", we will direct the call to a SIP phone identified by the

"300 I" number. For "training" we will send the call directly to TOM (analog or

digital) to the channel identified as "I". Finally, for sales we will send the call to an

IAX2 phone identified by the number "3002"'.

At this point we should have a clear understanding of the use of several applications

like answerO, backgrolindO, gO/00, hangliPO and playbackO.
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4.4 Result and Testing

4.4.1 Calling from Softphone 3001 to Softphone 3002 and vice

versa.

Step 1: Edit the extensions. coni file inside the [default] section with the following

commands.

[internal],
exten""> 300 1,1,Dial (S1P/3001)'

exten""> 3002,l,Dial(SIP/3002)

Step 2: Reload the asterisk extension.

CLl>dialpian reloaa

Step 3: Test dialing between 3001 and 3002 softphones.

4.4.2 Calling from BUET nCT extension number to Softphone 3001 and

3002.

Step 1: Edit extensions. coni
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Step 2: Reload the asterisk extension.

CLl>dialplan reload

Step 3: Test dialing 7258. We would receive a welcome greeting and then dial the

destination softphone extension number.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future work
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5.1 Conclusion

Implementation of VolP is growing rapidly, in both business and other sectors. While

the initial impetus towards voice services over IP networks may have been driven by a

desire to reduce costs, the move into IP-based services is now beginning to open up

considerable potential within the learning and administrative environments of

business institutions. There will also be further convergence of media, data, voice and

video. Our proposed IP Telephony is practically superior to those of the existing ones,

when the question comes for implementing the existing PBX in the business

organizations in our country. So, we conclude with the thought that, the IP telephony

in Bangladesh will be profitable and will expectedly open up a new era of different

level of telecommunication.

5.2 Future works

The implementation of Asterisk PBX for IP Telephony involved the core setup of

network infrastructure which can be used as a platform for more application rich IP

Telephony. There are endless possibilities that can be implemented on the current set

up. These applications can be implemented and tested with both SIP protocol and with

lAX protocol. Application rich features that make IP Telephony such a multifaceted

and interactive technology can be configured on the Asterisk PBX.

In the report, various industry standard deployment models for II' Telephony have

'been discussed. Based on the hardware resources in the Lab, a successful

implementation of the IP telephony with both SIP and lAX was possible at the IICT

Networking Laboratory.

After the implementation of the IP Telephony Lab, I was involved in devising

exercises that will be used to introduce students to IP Telephony in the IICT

Networking Laboratory. These exercises will expose students to some details of how
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4.4.3 Calling from Softphone 3001 or Softphone 3002 to BUET nCT

extension number.

Step I: Edit extensions. coni
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,[trunk]
.'C:':" . . ..'~:: .cc,"tt:DJ ',. 'h

.exten"">_OI,I,Dial(F:X/l;20,r)

Step 2: Reload Asterisk extensions

Step 3: Test dialing 01. We would receive an external dial tone, and then dial the

destination BUET nCT extension number.

4.4.4 Calling from BUET nCT extension number to another BUET nCT

extension number

Step I: From a BUET nCT extension, dialing 7258. We would receive a welcome

greeting and then dial OI.Then we would receive an external dial tone and then dial

the destination BUET nCT extension number.
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the Asterisk PBX and the soft IP Phones are configured and is a great introduction to
IP Telephony to !lCT students.

5.3 Future developments

In the future, VoIP will increasingly integrate with business and education

applications, to the point where it becomes essentially 'invisible'. This will result in a

change in how we see the process of making a voice call - instead of only using voice

to communicate with other people we will also be using voice to communicate with

services. In order for this integration to take place, especially with business services,

VoIP will have to integrate closely with applications built using Service-Oriented
Architectures (SOA).

5.3.1 VoIP and Identity

The service-based approach to ICT systems means that identity management will

become increasingly important. In the service-based approach online tasks, such as

access to content, are carried out on behalf of a user (a person with an identity). The

success of these identity management services is due, in large part, to the facility for

advanced Single Sign On (SSO). As telecommunications, through VoIP, become

closely integrated with other data and Web based technologies the identity

infrastructure associated with telecommunications will need to be absorbed. Work is

ongoing in this regard through the ENUM system and work on SIP.

5.3.2 Virtual universities

Over the years there has been discussion of the development of virtual universities in

which services will be provided on-demand through the network, and the location,

governance or ownership of the institution will be increasingly transparent. VoIP is

one of the technologies that is likely to contribute to the development of a more

virtual university environment. VoIP is one of the technologies that are helping to blur

the lines between real and virtual in the context of learning and scholarship. by

making collaborative working environments increasingly 'human'.

,
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5.3.3 Pay-for services

Integrated triple play IP networks offer the potential capabilities for F&HE

institutions to offer a much wider range of services to students. These could range

from entertainment services, including digital broadcast television and video on

demand, data services, learning assistance, distance learning and video lectures on

demand. These converged services are moving into the mainstream.
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APPENDIX-A

Sip.config

;! Generator: PBX Manager
;! Creation Date: Wed Jan 31 23:20:08 2007
; !

SIP Configuration example for Asterisk

Syntax for specifying a SIP device in extensions.conf is
SIP/devicename where devicename is defined in a section below.
You may also use
SIP/username@dornain to call any SIP user on the Internet
(Don't forget ~o enable DNS SRV records if you want to use this)

If you define a SIP proxy as a peer below, you may call
SIP/proxyhostname/user or SIP/user@proxyhostname
where the proxyhostnarne is defined in a section below
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Useful CLI commands
sip show peers
sip show users
sip show registry

sip debug

reload chan sip.so

[general]
context ~ default

to check peers/users:
Show all SIP peers (including friends)
Show all SIP users (including friends)
Show status of hosts we register with

Show all SIP messages

Reload configuration file
Active SIP peers will not be reconfigured

Default context for incoming calls

; Allow or reject guest calls (default is yes, this can also be set
to 'osp'

if asterisk was compiled with asp support.
Realm for digest authentication
defaults to "asterisk"
Realms MUST be globally unique according to RFC 3261
Set this to your host name or domain name

.bindport = 5060
port is 5060)

bindaddr ~ 0.0.0.0
binds to all)

UDP Port to bind to (SIP standard

IP address to bind to (0.0.0.0

srvlookup
calls

yes Enable DNS SRV lookups on outbound
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; For realtime peers, when the peer is retrieved from realtime
storage,

the registration information will be used regardless of whether
; if it expires while the realtime peer is still in
; memory (due to caching or other reasons), the information will not
be
; removed from realtime storage
; Incoming INVITE and REFER messages can be matched against a list of
'allowed'
i domains, each of which can direct the call to a specific context if
desired.
; By default, all domains are accepted and sent to the default
context or the

context associated with the user/peer placing the call .
.Domains can be specified using:
dornain=<domain>[,<context>]
Examples:
domain=myasterisk.~om
domain=customer. com, customer-context

In addition, all the 'default' domains associated with a server
should be

added if incoming request filtering is desired.
autodomain=yes

To disallow requests for domains not serviced by this server:
allowexternaldornains=no'
When making outbound SIP INVITEs to
non-peers, use your primary domain "identity"
for From: headers instead of just your IP
address. This is to be polite and
it may be a mandatory requirement for some
destinations which do not have a prior
account relationship with your server.

[authentication]

(3000J
type ~ friend
context = default
username = 3000
host = dynamic
mailbox ~ 3000
dtmfmode ~ rfc2833

[3001)
type ~ friend
context = default

.username = 3001
host = dynamic
mailbox ~ 3001
dtmfmode = rfc2833

[3002]
type ~ friend
username = 3002
context ~ default
host = dynamic
mailbox = 3002
dtmfmode = rfc2833
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[2000J
type = friend
username = 2000
context = default
host = dy~amic
mailbox = 2000
dtmfmode = rfc2833

the peer
outgoing calls to this peer
this proxy, not directly to

; [sip_proxyJ
For incoming calls only. Example: FWD (Free World Dialup)

; We match on IP address of the proxy for incoming calls
; since we can not match on username (caller id)
;type=peer
icontext=from-fwd
;host=fwd.pulver.com
; [sip_proxy-out]'
; we only want to callout, not be called
;secret=guessit
; Authentication user for outbound proxies
; Many SIP providers require this!
;frorndomain=provider.sip.domain
;host=box.provider.com
;user=phone'l on URI
; permit only 5 simultaneous
; send outbound signaling to"--------------------------------------------------------------------

Definitions of locally connected SIP phones

type = user a device that authenticates to us by "from" field
to place calls
; type = peer a device we place calls to or that calls us and we
match by host

type = friend two configurations (peer+user) in one

For local phones, type=friend works most of the time

If you have one-way audio, you probably have NAT problems.
If Asterisk is on a public IP, and the phone is inside of a NAT

device
; you will need to configure nat option for those phones.
; Also, turn on qualify=yes to keep the nat session open
; [grandstreamlJ
;type=friend

Where to start in the dialplan when this phone calls
Full caller ID, to override the phones config
we have? static but private IP address
No registration allowed
there is not NAT between phone and Asterisk
allow RTP voice traffic to bypass Asterisk
either RFC2833 or INFO for the BudgeTone
permit only 1 outgoing call and I incoming call at a time
from the phone to asterisk
(1 for the explicit peer, I for the explicit user,
remember that a friend equals 1 peer and I user in
memory)
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port number

"never"
alaw!

registers
parameter

info
peer
this

works with ulaw or
work properly with

of peer by IP address without matching
authentication of incoming INVITEs

mailbox 1234 in voicemail context "default"
need to disallow=all before we can use allow=
Note: In user sections the order of codecs
listed with allow= does NOT matter!

iallow=alaw
; Asterisk only supports g723.l pass-thru!
; Pass-thru only unless g729 license obtained
;[xlitel]
; Turn off silence suppression in X-Lite ("Transmit Silence"=YES) !
; Note that Xlite sends NAT keep-alive packets, so qualify=yes is not
needed
itype=friend
; When they register, create extension 1234
;callerid="Jane Smith" <5678>

This device needs to register
; X-Lite is behind a NAT router
; Typically set to NO if behind NAT
;disallow~all
; GSM consumes far less bandwidth than ulaw
:allow=ulaw
:allow=alaw
; Subscribe to status of multiple mailboxes
;[snom]
; Friends place calls and receive calls
; Context for incoming calls from this user
:ses:ret=blah

Only allow SUBSCRIBE for local extensions
Use German prompts for this user
This peer register with us
Choices are inband, rfc2833, or info
IP used until peer registers
Mailbox{-es) for message waiting indicator
dialplan extension to reach mailbox
sets the Message-Account in the MWI notify message
defaults to global vmexten which defaults to "asterisk"
To have the callerid restriced -> sent as ANI

:disallow=all
: dtmfmode=inband only works with ulaw or alaw!
;[polycom]
; Friends place calls and receive calls
; Context for incoming calls from this user
;secret~blahpoly

This peer register with us
Choices are inband, rfc2833, or
Username to use in INVITE until
Normally you do NOT need to set

:disallow=all
; dtmfmode~inband only

.: Polycom phones don't
;[pingtel]
;type=friend
;secret~blah
:host=dynamic

Allow matching
Do not requi re
Iboth}
Consider it down if it's 1 second to reply
Helps with NAT session
qualify=yes uses default value
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Call group and Pickup group should be in the range from 0 to 63

We are in caller groups 1,3,4
We can do call pick-p for call group 1/3,4/5
IP address to use if peer has not registered

;(ciscol]
;type=friend
isecret=blah
Qualify peer is no more than 200rns away
This phone may be natted
Send SIP and RTP to the IP address that packet is
received from instead of trusting SIP headers
This device registers with us
Asterisk by default tries to redirect the
RTP media stream (audio) to go directly from
the caller to the callee. Some devices do not
support this (especially if one of them is
behind a NAT).
IP address to use until registration
Username to use when calling this device before registration
Normally you do NOT need to set this parameter
Channel variable to be set for all calls from this device

Extensions.config

Static extension configuration file, used by
the pbx_con fig module. This is where you configure all your
inbound and outbound calls in Asterisk.

This configuration file is reloaded
- With the "extensions reload" command in the CLI
- With the "reload" command (that reloads everything) in the CLI

The "General" category is for certain variables.
[general]
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; If static is set to no, or omitted, then the pbx_config will
rewrite
this file when extensions are modified. Remember that all comments
made in the file will be lost when that happens.

XXX Not yet implemented XXX

static=yes

if static=yes and writeprotect=no, you can save dialplan by
eLI command 'save dialplan' too

writeprotect=yes

; If autofallthrough is set, then if an extension runs out of
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; things to do, it will terminate the call with BUSY, CONGESTION
; or HANGUP depending on Asterisk's best guess (strongly
reconunended) .

If autofallthrough is not set, then if an extension runs out of
things to do, asterisk will wait for a new extension to be dialed
(this is the original behavior of Asterisk 1.0 and earlier).

autofallthrough~yes

If clearglobalvars is set, global variables will be cleared
and reparsed on an extensions reload, or Asterisk reload.

If clearglobalvars is not set, then global variables will persist
through reloads, and even if deleted from the extensions.conf or
one of its included files, will remain set to the previous value.

clearglobalvars=no
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; If priorityjumping is set to 'yes', then applications that support
'jumping' to a different priority based on the result of their

operations
i will do so (this is backwards compatible behavior with pre-I.2
releases
i of Asterisk). Individual applications can also be requested to do
this
i by passing a 'j' option in their arguments.

priorityjumping=yes

i You can include other config files, use the #include command
(without the 'i '). Note that this is different from the "include"

command
i that includes contexts within other contexts. The #include command
works
i in all asterisk configuration files.
i#include "filename.conf"

i The "Globals" category contains global variables that can be
referenced
; in the dialplan with ${VARIABLE} or $(ENV(VARIABLE}) for
Environmental

variables,
; ${${VARIABLE}} or ${text${VARIABLE}} or any hybrid

; [globals]
#include "exten gvars.inc"

Sample entries for extensions.conf

[dundi-e164-canonical]

i List canonical entries here

;exten ~> 12564286000,1,Macro(std-exten,6000,IAX2/foo)
;exten ~> 125642860XX,1,Dial(IAX2/otherbox/${EXTEN:7})

[dundi-e164-customersj
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; If you are an ITSP or Reseller, list your customers here.
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;exten =>
iexten =>

12564286000,1,Dia1(SIP/customer1)
12564286001, 1,Dial (IAX2/customer2)

[dundi-e164-via-pstnj

; If you are freely delivering calls to the PSTN, list them here
;exten =>
428
;exten =>
;exten =>

1256428XXXX,1,D,a1(Zap/g2/${EXTEN:7))

1256325XXXX,1,Dia1(Zap/g2/$(EXTEN:7))
OXXXX,1,Dia1(FX/g1/${EXTEN:1})

Expose all of 256-

Ditto for 256-325

[dundi-e164-1oca1j

Context to put your dundi IAX2 or SIP user in for
full access

include => dundi-e164-canonical
include => dundi-e164-customers
include => dundi-e164-via-pstn

[dundi-e164-switch)

; Just a wrapper for the switch

switch => DUNDi/e164

[dundi-e164-1ookup)

Locally to lookup, try looking for a local E.164 solution
then try DUNDi if we don't have one.

include => dundi-e164-1oca1
include => dundi-e164-switch

DUNDi can also be implemented as a Macro instead of using
the Local channel driver.

[macro-dundi-e164)

; ARGI is the extension to Dial

ext en => s,1,Goto(${ARG1},1)
include => dundi-e164-1ookup

, Here are the entries you need to participate in the IAXTEL
call routing system. Most IAXTEL numbers begin with 1-700, but
there are exceptions. For more information, and to ?ign
up, please go to www.gnophone.com or www.iaxtel.com

(iaxte1700]
exten =)

91700XXXXXXX,1,Dia1(IAX2/S{IAXINFO}@iaxte1.com/S(EXTEN:lj@iaxte1)

The SWITCH statement permits a server to share the dialplan with
another server. Use with care: Reciprocal switch statements are not

http://www.gnophone.com
http://www.iaxtel.com
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; allowed (e.g. both A -> Band B -> A), and the switched server
needs
; to be on-line or else dialing can be severly delayed.

[iaxprovider]
;switch => IAX2/user: [key]@myserver/mycontext
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[trunk]
exten =>
exten =>
exten =>
exten =>
ext en =>
exten =>

[trunkint)

01, 1,Dia 1 (S{trunkl })
Ol,2,Congestion
Ol.,1,Dial(S{trunkl}/${EXTEN:2})
Ol.,2,Congestion
02.,1,Dial(S(trunk2}/$(EXTEN:2})
02.,2,Congestion

; International lon~ distance through trunk

ext en =>
ext en =>

[trunkld]

90ll.,1,Macro(dundi-e164,S{EXTEN:4})
90ll.,n,Dial(S(TRUNK}/S(EXTEN:S(TRUNKMSD}})

; Long distance context accessed through trunk

exten =>
exten =>

91NXXNXXXXXX,1,Macro(dundi-e164,S(EXTEN:l})
91NXXNXXXXXX,n,Dial(S{TRUNK}/S{EXTEN:S(TRUNKMSD}})

[trunklocal]

; Local seven-digit dialing accessed through trunk interface

ext en ~> 9NXXXXXX,1,Dial(S{TRUNK}/S{EXTEN:S{TRUNKMSD}})

[trunktollfree]

; Long distance context accessed through trunk interface

exten ~>
exten ~>
ext en =>
ext en ~>

9l800NXXXXXX,1,Dial(S(TRUNK}/S{EXTEN:S{TRUNKMSD}})
9l888NXXXXXX,1,Dial(S{TRUNK}/S{EXTEN:S(TRUNKMSD}})
9l877NXXXXXX,1,Dial(S(TRUNK}/S(EXTEN:S(TRUNKMSD}})
9l866NXXXXXX,1,Dial(S(TRUNK}/S(EXTEN:${TRUNKMSD}})

[internationalJ

; Master context for international long distance

.ignorepa t => 9
include => longdistance
include => trunkint

[longdistance]

; Master context for long distance

ignorepat ~> 9
include => local
include ~> trunkld
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[local]

; Master context for local, toll-free, and iaxtel calls only

ignorepat => 9
include ~> default
include ~> parkedcalls
include => trunklocal
include ~> iaxte1700
include => trunktollfree
include => iaxprovider

You can use an alternative switch type as well, to resolve
extensions that are not known here, for example with remote
lAX switching you transparently get access to the remote
Asterisk PBX

swi tch => IAX2/use.r: password@bigserver/local

An "lswitch" is like a switch but is literal, in that
variable substitution is not performed at load time
but is passed to the switch directly (presumably to
be substituted in the switch routine itself)

lswitch ~> Loopback/12${EXTEN}@othercontext

An "eswitch'l is like a switch but the evaluation of
variable substitution is performed at runtime before
being passed to the switch routine.

eswitch => IAX2/context@${CORSERVER}

[macro-stdexten];

; Standard extension macro:
$(ARGl) - Extension (we could have used ${MACRO_EXTEN} here as

well
${ARG2} - Device(s) to ring

exten => s,1,Dial(${ARG2},20) Ring the
interface, 20 seconds maximum
ext en ~> s,2,Goto(s-${DIALSTATOS),1) Jump
based on status (NOANSWER,BOSY,CHANONAVAIL,CONGESTION,ANSWER)
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exten ~> S-NOANSWER,1,Voicemail(u${ARG1))
send to voicemail wi unavail announce
exten ~> S-NOANSWER,2,Goto(default,s,1)
#, return to start

ext en => s-BOSY,l,Voicemail(b${ARGl})
to voicemail wi busy announce
exten => S-BUSY,2,Goto(default,s~1)
#, return to start

exten => s-.,l,Goto(s-NOANSWER,l)
anything else as no answer

exten => a,l,VoicemailMain(${ARGl))
*, send the user into VoicemailMain

; If unavailable,

; If they press

If busy, send

If they press

Treat

If they press
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{macro-stdPrivacyexten];

exten ~> s,1,Dial(S{ARG2},20Ip) ; Ring
the interface, 20 seconds maximum, call screening option (or use P
for databased call screening)
ext en => s,2,Goto(s-S{DIALSTATUS},1) Jump
based on status (NOANSWER,BUSY,CHANUNAVAIL,CONGESTION,ANSWER)
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exten ~> s-NOANSWER,1,Voicemail(uS{ARG1))
send to voicemail wi unavail announce
exten => s-NOANSWER,2,Goto(default,s,1)
#, return to start

ext en => s-BUSY,1,Voicemail(bS{ARG1})
to voicemail wI busy announce
exten => s-BUSY,2,Goto(default,s,1)
#, return to start

; If unavailable,

; If they press

If busy, send

If they press

exten => s-DONTCALL,1,Goto(S{ARG3},s,1) ; Cal lee chose
to send this call to a polite "Don't call againl' script.

exten => s-TORTURE,1,Goto(S(ARG4),s,1)
to send this call to a telemarketer torture script.

exten => s-.,l,Goto(s-NOANSWER,l}
anything else as no answer

ext en => a,l,VoicernailMain(${ARGl})
*, send the user into VoicemailMain

[internal]
ext en => 3000,1,Dial(S{ip3000},30,Ttm)
ext en => 3000,2,Voicemail(u3000}
exten => 3000,3,Hangup
exten => 3000,102,Voicemail(b3000)
exten => 3000,103,Hangup
ext en => 300l,1,Dial(S{ip300l},30,Ttm)
exten => 300l,2,Voicemail(u300l)
exten => 3001,3,Hangup
exten => 300l,102,Voicemail(b300l)
exten => 300l,103,Hangup
exten => 3002,1,Dial(S(ip3002),30,Ttm)
exten => 3002,2,Voicemail(u3002)
exten => 3002,3,Hangup
exten => 3002,102,Voicemail(b3002)
ext en => 3002,103,Hangup
ext en => 3003,1,Dial(S{ip3003},30,Ttm)
ext en => 3003,2,Voicemail(u3003}
exten => 3003,3,Hangup
ext en => 3003,102,Voicemail(b3003)
ext en => 3003,103,Hangup

; Cal lee chose

Treat

If they press
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exten ~> 2000,I,Dial(${ip2000},30,Ttm)
exten => 2000,2,Voicemail(u2000)
exten => 2000,3,Hangup
ext en ~> 2000,I02,Voicemail(b2000)
ext en => 2000,I03,Hangup

[demo]

; We start with what to do when a call first comes in.
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exten => s,l,Wait,l Wait a second, just for fun
exten => s,n,Answer Answer the line
exten ~> s,n,Set(TlMEOUT(digit)=5) Set Digit Timeout to 5 seconds
ext en ~> s,n,Set(TlMEOUT(response)~IO) ; Set Response Timeout to
10 seconds
exten => s,n(restart),BackGround(demo-congrats) Playa
congratulatory message
exten => s,n(instruct),BackGround(demo-instruct) ; Play some
instructions
exten => s,n,WaitExten ; Wait for an extension to be dialed.

exten => 2, 1, BackGround (demo-moreinfo)
information.
ext en => 2,n,Goto(s,instruct)

ext en ~> 3,I,Set(LANGUAGE()~fr)
exten => 3,n,Goto(s,restart)
congratulations

Gi ve some more

Set language to french
Start with the

; Create an extension, 5, for dialing the Skype Test Call.

exten => 5,I,Playback(transfer,skip)
while ... "
exten ~> 5,2,Celliax2Skype(echoI23)
ext en => 5,3,Goto(s,restart)
message.

; "Please hold

call the Skype Test Call
Return to the start over

; Skype Contacts Directory
ext en => 6,I,Celliax Skype Directory(defaultldefaultlf)

Create an extension, 8, for dialing MYCELLNUMBER
via Celliax (you can't use this if you are calling on the one
only Celliax channel. But you can call from lAX, SIP, PSTN, etc ...)

exten ~> 8,1,Playback(transfer,skip) "Please hold
.while .. ,"
exten ~> 8,2,Dial(CELLlAX/GSMO/${MYCELLNUMBER)) dial MYCELLNUMBER
from the Celliax channel named by the input audio device it use

exten => lOOO,I,Goto(default,s,l}
We also create an example user, 1234, who is on the console and has

; voicemail, etc.

exten ~> 1234,I,Playback(transfer,skip)
while ... " "Please hold
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(but skip if channel is not up)
ext en ~> 1234,n,Macro(stdexten,1234,${ip3000})

exten ~> 123S,I,Voicemail(u3000})

exten => 1236,I,Dial(${ip3000})
exten ~> 1236,n,Voicemail(u3000})

i # for when they're done with the demo

Right to voicemail

Ring forever
Unless busy

exten ~> #,I,Playback(demo-thanks)
demo"
exten => #,n,Hangup

; "Thanks for trying the

Hang them up.

A timeout and "invalid extension rule"

exten ~> t,I,Goto(#,l)
ext en => i,l,Playback(invalid)
again"

; If they take too long, give up
; "That's not valid, trOy

Create an extension, 500, for dialing the
Asterisk demo.

exten ~> SOO,I,Playback(demo-abouttotry); Let them know what's going
on

ext en ~> SOO,n,Dial(IAX2/guest@pbx.digium.com/s@default) Call
the Asterisk demo
exten => 500,n,Playback(demo-nogo) Couldn't connect to the demo
site
exten => 500,n,Goto(s,6) Return to the start over
message.

Create an extension, 501, for dialing the
AsteriskWin32 demo.

exten => 501,1,Playback(pls-wait-connect-call); Let "them know what's
going on
ext en ~> SOI,n,Dial(IAX2/guest@demo.asteriskwin32.com/s@default)
Call the AsteriskWin32 demo
exten => 501,n,Playback(cannot-complete-network-error)
Couldn't connect to the demo site
exten ~> SOI,n,Playback(pls-try-call-later)
ext en => SOl,n,Goto(s,6} ; Return to the start over
message.

<; Create an extension, 600, for evaluating echo latency.

600,n,Echo ; Do the echo test
600,n,Playback(demo-echodone) Let them know it's ever
600, n, Gato (s, 6) ; Start over

ext en ~>
going on
exten ~>
exten ~>
exten =>

600,I,Playback(demo-echotest) ; Let them know what's

; Give voicemail at extension 8500

ext en => 8500,1,VoicemailMain
exten => 8S00,n,Goto(s,6)

mailto:SOO,n,DialIAX2/guest@pbx.digium.com/s@default
mailto:SOI,n,DialIAX2/guest@demo.asteriskwin32.com/s@default
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[default ]

By default we include the demo. In a production system, you
probably donlt want to have the demo there.

include => demo
include => parkedcalls
include => trunk
include => internal

ext en => 99990,1,Answer
exten ~> 99990,2,AGI(agi-test.agi)
exten ~> 99990,3,Hangup
exten => 99991,1,Answer
exten ~> 9999l,2,EAG1(eagi-test)
exten => 9999l,3,Hangup
ext en => 99992,1~Answer
ext en ~> 99992,2,Wait(1)
exten ~> 99992, 3, SayUnixTime ()
ext en ~> 99992,4,Hangup
exten => 99999,1,Answer
ext en ~> 99999,2,Wait(1)
exten ~> 99999,3,MusicOnHold

[skype]
exten => s,l,Answer;
exten ~> s,2,Skype2Celliax(S{MYCELLNUMBER}); Connect the Skype
incoming call with the cellphone at MYCELLNUMBER
exten => s,3,Hangup ; Hang them up.

Exten gvars.config

;! Generator: PBX Manager
;! Creation Date: Tue May 13 10:01:57 2008
; !

[globals]
ip3000 ~ SIP/3000
mbx3000 ~ 3000
ip300l ~ SIP/300l
mbx300l = 3001
ip3002 ~ SIP/3002
mbx3002 ~ 3002
ip2000 ~ SIP/2000
mbx2000 ~ 2000
ip3003 ~ IAX2/3003
mbx3003 ~ 3003
trunkl ~ E"X/1
trunk2 ~ CAPIIgl
MYCELLNUMBER ~ 0123467890
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Fx.config

FX telephony interface

Configuration file

You need to restart Asterisk to re-configure the Zap channel
eLI> reload chan_zap.so

will reload the configuration file,
but not all configuration options are
re-configured during a reload.

[channels]

; Default language
;language=en

; Default context
context~default

sample 1 for Germany
;internationalprefix 00
inationalprefix = a
;localprefix ~ 0711
;privateprefix 07115678
;unknownprefix

; sample 2 for Germany
;internationalprefix = +
;nationalprefix = +49
;localprefix ~ +49711
;privateprefix +497115678
;unknownprefix
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Signalling
fxs ls:
fxs gs:
fxs ks:
fxo ls:
fxo_gs:
fxo ks:

method (default is fxs).
FXS (Loop Start)
FXS (Ground Start)
FXS (Kewl Start)
FXO (Loop Start)
FXO (Ground Start)
FXO (Kewl Start)

Valid values:

Pre-wink time (default 50ms)
Pre-flash time (default 50ms)
Wink time (default 150ms)
Flash time (default 750ms)
Start time (default 1500ms)
Receiver wink time (default 300ms)
Receiver flashtime (default 1250ms)
Debounce timing (default 600ms)

signalling=fxs Is

A variety of timing parameters can be specified
Including:

prewink:
preflash:
wink:
flash:
start:
rxwink:
rxflash:
debounce:

as well
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; Atlas seems to use long (250ms) winks
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; How long generated tones (DTMF and MF) will be played on the
channel

(in milliseconds)
;toneduration=100

; Whether or not to do distinctive ring detection on FXO lines
;usedistinctiveringdetection=yes

Whether or not to use caller IO

usecallerid=yes

Type of caller
bell
v23
dtmf

10 signalling in use
bel1202 as used in US
v23 "as used in the UK
DTMF as used in Denmark, Sweden and Netherlands

cidsignalling~bell

What signals
ring
polarity

icidstart=ring

the start of caller ID
a ring signals the start

= polarity reversal signals the start

; Whether or not to hide outgoing caller 10 (Override with *67 or
*82)

hidecallerid~no

Whether or not to enable call waiting on internal extensions
With this set to 'yes', busy extensions will hear the call-waiting
tone, and can use hook-flash to switch between callers. The Dial()
app will not return the "BUSYI1 result for extensions.

callwaiting=yes

; Whether or not restrict outgoing caller 10 (will be sent as ANI
only, not

available for the user)
; Mostly use with FXS ports

;restrictcid=no

; Whether or not use the caller 10 presentation for the outgoing call
tha t the
; calling switch is sending.

usecallingpres=yes

; Some countries (UK) have ring tones with different ring tones
(ring-ring) I

; which means the callerid needs to be set later on, and not just
after

the first ring, as per the default.
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isendcalleridafter=l

Support Caller*ID on Call Waiting

callwaitingcallerid=yes

; Support three-way calling

threewaycalling=yes

Support flash-hook call transfer (requires three way calling)
Also enables call parking (overrides the 'canpark' parameter)

transfer=yes

Allow call parking
('canpark=no' is overridden by 'transfer=yes')

canpark=yes

; Support call forward variable

cancallforward=yes

; Whether or not to support Call Return (*69)

callreturn=yes
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; Stutter dial tone support: If a mailbox is specified without a
voicemail
i context, then when voicemail is received in a mailbox in the
default
; voicernail context in voicernail.conf, taking the phone off hook will
cause a

stutter dialtone instead of a normal one.

If a mailbox is specified *with* a voicemail context, the same will
result
; if voicemail received in mailbox in the specified voicemail
context.

; for default voicemail context, the example below is fine:
;rnailbox= 1234

; for any other voicernail context, the following will produce the
stutter tone:

;rnailbox=1234@context

; Enable echo cancellation
; Use either "yes", "no", or a power of two from 32 to 256 if you
wish to

actually set the number of taps of cancellation.

Note that if any of your Zaptel cards have hardware echo
cancellers,

then this setting only turns them on and off; numeric settings will
; be treated as "yes". There are no special settings required for
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; hardware echo cancellers; when present and enabled in their kernel
; modules, they take precedence over the software echo canceller
compiled
; into Zaptel automatically.

echocancel=yes

; Generally, it is not necessary (and in fact undesirable) to echo
cancel when
; the circuit path is entirely TOM. You may, however, change this
behavior
; by enabling the echo cancel during pure TOM bridging below.

echocancelwhenbridged=no

; In some cases, the echo canceller doesn't train quickly enough and
there
; is echo at the beginning of the call. Enabling echo training will
cause
; asterisk to br~efly mute the channel, send an impulse, and use the
impulse
i response to pre-train the echo canceller so it can start out with a
much
; closer idea of the actual echo. Value may be "yes", "no", or a
number of

milliseconds to delay before training (default = 400)

Note that these parameters do not apply to hardware echo
cancellers.

;echotraining=yes
;echotraining=800

; If you are having trouble with DTMF detection, you can relax the
DTMF

; detection parameters. Relaxing them may make the DTMF detector
more likely
; to have "talkoff" where DTMF is detected when it shouldn't be.

relaxdtrnf=yes

; You may also set the default receive and transmit gains (in dB)

;rxgain=O.O
;txgain=O.O

; Logical groups can be assigned to allow outgoing rollover. Groups
range
; from 0 to 63, and multiple groups can be specified.

; Ring groups (a.k.a. call groups) and pickup groups. If a phone is
ringing
; and it is a member of a group which is one of your pickup groups,
then
; you can answer it by picking up and dialling *8#. For simple
offices, just

make these both the same. Groups range from 0 to 63.
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callgroup~l
pickupgroup=l

Specify whether the channel should be answered immediately or if
the simple
; switch should provide dialtone, read digits, etc.

immediate=no

; Specify whether flash-hook transfers to 'busy' channels should
complete or
; return to the caller performing the transfer (default is yes).

;transfertobusy=no

; CallerID can be set to "asreceived" or a specific number if you
want to
; override it. Not~ that "asreceived" only applies to trunk
interfaces.

;callerid~2564286000

; AMA flags affects the recording of Call Detail Records. If
specified
; it may be 'default I, 'omit I, 'billing', or 'documentation I.

;amaflags~default

Channels may be associated with an account code to ease
billing

;accountcocte=IssOlOl

; ADS! (Analog Display Services Interface) can be enabled on a per-channel
; basis if you have (or may have) ADSI compatible CPE equipment
;adsi=yes
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; On trunk interfaces (FXS) and E&M interfaces (E&M, Wink, FeatureGroup D
; etc, it can be useful to perform busy detection either in an effortto

detect hangup or for detecting busies. This enables listening for
; the beep-beep busy pattern.

busydetect~yes

; If busydetect is enabled, it is also possible to specify how many
busy tones
; to wait for before hanging up. The default is 4, but better
results can be
; achieved if set to 6 or even 8. Mind that the higher the number,the more
; time that will be needed to hangup a channel, but lowers the
probability
; that you.will get random hangups.

busycount=4
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If busydetect is enabled, it is also possible to specify the
cadence of your
; busy signal. In many countries, it is 500rnsec on, 500msec off.
Without
; busypattern specified, we'll accept any regular sound-silence
pattern that
; repeats <busycount> times as a busy signal. If you specify
bus ypa t te rn,
; then we'll further check the length of the sound (tone) and
sIlence, which
; will further reduce the chance of a false positive.
;busypattern~500,500
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; NOTE: In the Asterisk Makefile you'll find further options to tweak
the busy
; detector. If your country has a busy tone with the same lengthtone and

silence (as many countries do), consider defining the
-DBUSYDETECT_COMPARE_TONE_AND_SILENCE option.

Use a polarity reversal to mark when a outgoing call is answered by
the
; remote party.

;answeronpolarityswitch=yes

; In some countries, a polarity reversal is used to signal the
disconnect of a
; phone line. If the hanguponpolarityswitch option is selected, .the
call will
; be considered "hung up" on a polarity reversal.
;hanguponpolarityswitch~yes

; On trunk interfaces (FXS) it can be useful to attempt to follow theprogress
; of a call through RINGING, BUSY, and ANSWERING. If turned on,
call
; progress attempts to determine answer, busy, and ringing on phonelines.
; This feature is HIGHLY EXPERIMENTAL and can easily detect falseanswers,

so don't count on it being very accurate.
Tonezone by country

tonezone=us

This feature can also easily detect false hangups. The symptoms ofthis is
; being disconnected in the middle of a call for no reason.
; Few zones are supported at the time of this writing for
callprogress (use tonezone)

;callprogress~yes
;progzone=yes
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; FXO (FXS signalled) devices must have a timeout to determine if
there was a
; hangup before the line was answered. This value can be tweaked to
shorten
; how long it takes before Zap considers a non-ringing line to have
hungup.

;ringtimeout~8000

; Strip most significant digit (9) before sending

;stripmsd~l

; For fax detection, uncomrnent one of the following lines. The
default is *OFF*

;faxdetect~both
;faxdetect=incorning
ifaxdetect=outgoing
;faxdetect=no

; Select which class of music to use for music on hold.
specified
; then the default will be used.

iffiusiconhold=default

If not

You can define

; Configure jitter buffers in zapata (each one is 20ms, default is 4)

;jitterbuffers=4

; You can define your own custom ring cadences here.
up to 8
; pairs. If the silence is negative, it indicates where the callerid
spill is
; to be placed. Also, if you define any custom cadences, the default
cadences

will be turned off.

Syntax is: cadence=ring,silence[,ring,silence[ ... J]

These are the default cadences:

;cadence~125,125,2000,-4000
;cadence=250,250,500,lOOO,250,2S0,SOO,-4000
;cadence~12S,12S,12S,12S,12S,-4000
;cadence=lOOO,SOO,2S00,-SOOO

..
iFX Hardware module

hwmodule=fxos .

i Each channel consists of the channel number connected to hardware
interface. It inherits the
i parameters that were specified above its declaration.

iehannel => channel number, board_number, port number
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;callerid="Green Phone"< (256) 428-6121>
channel => 1,1,0
ca11erid="B1ack Phone"«256) 428-6122>
channel => 2,2,0
;callerid="Ye1low Phone" < (256) 428-6123>
ichannel => 3,3,0
;ca11erid="Pac Tel Phone" «256) 428-6124>
;channel => 4,4,0
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Used for distinctive ring support for xlOOp.
You can see the dringX patterns is to set anyone of the

dringXcontext fields
and they will be printed on the console when an inbound call comesin.

;dring1=95,O,O
;dringlcontext=internall
;dring2=325,95,O
;dring2context=interna12
; If no pattern is matched here is where we go.
;context=default
ichannel => 1
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